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These proceedings and the workshop on Economic and Legal Enforce-
ment Mechanisms for achieving improved water quality in the Great Lakes
must be attributed to the efforts of many individuals and agencies
involved in resource management and associated with the International
Joint Commission Great Lakes activities.
The initial concept for the workshop came from the members of the
Social Sciences, Economics, and Legal Aspects Committee (SSELA) of the
IJC's Research Advisory Board. Committee members greatly appreciate the
support afforded to the concept by the Research Advisory Board. The
Committee also wishes to recognize the participation and encouragement
received from the International Joint Commission Washington and Ottawa
staffs and the United States and Canadian Commissioners. The work of
the staff of the Great Lakes Regional Office, Windsor, was essential for
the successful conduct of the workshop and the preparation of these
proceedings.
Detailed planning of the workshop was the responsibility of the Ad Hoc
Organizing Committee whose members included: Mr. Leonard T. Crook, Great
Lakes Basin Commission (GLBC), SSELA Chairman; Mr. Jack A. Donnan,
Program Chairman, Ontario Ministry of the Environment; Ms. Patricia A. Bonner,
International Joint Commission Regional Office; Mrs. Mary Gretchen Zale,
Great Lakes Basin Commission (GLBC); Mr. Neil Mulvaney, Ontario Ministry
of the Environment; Mr. Ronald Shimizu, Environmental ProteCtion Service,
Department of Fisheries and EnvironmentCanada; Mr. Garth Bangay, Environmental
Protection Service, Department of Fisheries and EnvironmentCanada; and
Mr. Tom Muir, Environment Protection Service, Department of Fisheries
and EnvironmentCanada. Mr. Floyd Heft, of the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources, Mr. Walter Lyon and Mr. William Eichbaum of the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources also participated.
Dr. Leonard Dworsky, Research Advisory Board contact member, followed
the course of the workshop from concept to completion.
Ms. Patricia A. Bonner deserves a special thanks for planning and
arranging for workshop facilities, for the preparation and distribution
of all workshop materials, for administrative and other work during the
workshop, but particularly for her extensive work to focus the results
of the workshop into meaningful proceedings. SSELA and the participants
are indebted to the authors of the papers which enabled workshop partici—
pants to focus on the key components of innovative and immaginative
mechanisms for water quality improvement.
The thoughtful and enthusiastic participation of the attendees was
the reason the workshop was successful and productive.

 [PBEFA E
The Great Lakes Research Advisory Board of the International Joint
Commission was established under the Canada—United States Great Lakes
Water Quality Agreement under the following terms of reference:
(a) To review at regular intervals these research activities in
order to:
(i) examine the adequacy and reliability of research results,
dissemination, and the effectiveness of their application;
(ii) identify deficienciesin their scope, and inadequacies
in their funding and in completion schedules;
(iii)identify additional research projects that should be
undertaken;
(iv) identify specific research programs for which international
co-operation will be productive;
(b) To provide advice and consolidations of scientific opinion to
the Commission and its boards on particular problems referred
to the Advisory Board by the Commission or its boards;
(c) To facilitate both formal and informal international co—
operation and co-ordination of research;
(d) To make recommendations to the Commission.
To assist it in carrying out its functions, the Board established
numerous committees in 1973. One of these, the Standing Committee on
Social Sciences, Economic and Legal Aspects (SSELA), performed a literature
search in 1974 to help members define the state of the art in economic,
legal and social sciences research and applied research throughout the
Great Lakes Basin. Gaps in knowledge were particularly notable in the
areas of public information, citizen participation and pollution abate-
ment through legal and economic rather than technological means.
Using the Board's authority to "seek analyses, assessments and
recommendations from other professional, academic, governmental or
intergovernmental groups about problems of Great Lakes water quality
research and related research activities", the Committee sponsored
workshops under the auspices of the Board and Commission. Proceedings
of the June, 1975, Public Participation Workshop were published early in
1976. This document is the product of the Economic and Legal Enforcement
Mechanisms Workshop held February 21-22, 1977, in Windsor, Ontario.
Planning began in January, 1976, when SSELA formed a workshop
subcommittee to design and organize the event. This publication is a



















tions, highlights of general discussions, suggested policies lists which
resulted from workshop discussions focused on specific pollution sources,
research topics identified by workshop participants, and recommendations
and conclusions drawn by theeditors from all materials associated with
the workshop.
 With the publication of these proceedings SSELA and its subcommittee
were officially disbanded. In the future, a newly formed group, the
Great Lakes Research Advisory Board's Expert Committee on Societal
Aspects of Great Lakes Water Quality, will be carrying out related work


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The workshop planning group therefore determined that it was
necessary to provide all participants with a common base level of
information. Participants were sent a copy of the latest Great Lakes
Water Quality Board Annual Report to the International Joint Commission,
a document which reviewed the major water pollution problems, remedial
programs and general water quality of the Great Lakes.
Other papers
describing the legal frameworks of the two nations, outlining a frame-
work for use in evaluating economic policies, and defining non—point
source pollution were prepared and sent to all participants and are part
of this document.
Those attending would be asked to suggest incentives, both positive
and negative, for meeting environmental objectives.
To devise such
incentives, participants would need to have a basic understanding of the
state of the environmental, legal and economic systems, specific legis—




current and potential institutional arrangements and the present state











strategies to solve specific source control problems extremely complex.
Attendees,
it was recognized,
would come to the workshop with different
perceptions of the many factors.
Planners believed that discussions,
invited papers and the background papers would






















































































































































































































































































































































































The editors have evolved the following conclusions and observations
from the papers, discussions and policy lists contained in these proceedings.
The recommendations have also been prepared by the editors. The editors
have attemptedto reflect the general attitudes of those participating
in the workshop. Readers are, of course, invited to draw their own
conclusions, but it is hoped that they will agree with the editors on at
least one point: whether "new" policy mechanisms are used or not,
state, provincial and federal pollution abatement agencies should
implement more rigorous, specific, and effective pollution abatement
enforcement measures in their relevant jurisdictions. In the case of
point sources of pollution, efforts should be directed at providing
polluters (municipal as well as industrial) with clear incentives
(economic or legal) for changing their behavior. With respect to
nonpoint.sources, particularly agriculture, the reliance on voluntary
enforcement schemes should be re—inforced with mandatory policies and
programs which incorporate financial assistance schemes where necessary.
RECOMMENDATIONS
l. Pollution abatement authorities should seriously consider the
increased use of economic incentives as opposed to financial assistance,
in the abatement of point sources of pollution. The relevant
jurisdictions (i.e. states, provinces, and federal governments)
should develop and implement suitable policies that will give polluters
financial incentives to install controls and look for more efficient
methods of abating pollution.
2. Governments should use their existing authority to more stringently
enforce pollution abatement and should seek new legislation which
permits less discretionary latitude.
3. Relevant authorities (i;e. the States and the Province of Ontario)
should test some of the suggested point source control policies and
report the results of these tests through the International Joint
Commission. The types of tests envisaged are suggested in the
lists of possible research topics found on pages 11 and 12.
4. The appropriate commiteee of the International Joint Commission
(i.e. the Remedial Programs Subcommittee of the Great Lakes Water
Quality Board) should compile and disseminate information on
experimental and trial approaches to the enforcement of pollution
abatement from point and non—point sources.
5. The appropriate state, provincial and federal agencies and authorities
should adopt and implement more obligatory policies with respect to
agricultural practices and should end the exemptions provided to
agriculture under pollution control legislation. The adoption of
more compulsory or obligatory regulations for agriculture should be
accompanied by more financial assistance and policies that tie
this assistance to the desired farm practices.
 Legislation must be enacted to further institutionalize non—
point controls.
The IJC and the responsible state, provincial and federal agencies
should undertake expanded programs and efforts to involve the
public in:
(a) increasing the awareness of water quality and land use pollution
problems,
(b) the range of available alternative solutions to those problems,
and,
(c) the consequences of those alternatives
(d) establishing jointly agreed to environmental and water quality
objectives;
(e)
determining more clearly the actual impact of environmental
policies and,
(f)
determining the short and long range impacts of environmental
policies'
enforcement on employment and the overall quality of
life.
Responsible agencies should establish or extend education programs
to transfer information about economic and legal mechanisms for
pollution abatement.
CONCLUSIONS FROM PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS
 
Conclusions are presented in point form below:
1.
In most instances,
the policies and instruments
suggested were new
only in the sense that they are not currently being used by govern—
ments.
The public cannot continue to depend on technology and industrial
ingenuity alone to solve pollution problems.
Therefore, the public
must either learn to live with the problems or develop a willingness
to pay for clean up in costs of products; and/or people must help
in the design of fair public policies which include vigorous
regulation and enforcement.
Environmental policies are made up of three essential components:
technical capabilities or alternatives, institutional arrangements,
and implementation incentives. More government action is required
in the third component of environmental policy: implementation
incentives, and that duplication of programs should be eliminated
through improved institutional arrangements.
Effluent standards in combination with mandatory effluent charges
for amounts in excess of standards will create a financial incentive
for progress in abatement technology.
Since procedures and systems for enforcement have not been effective,
implementation incentives should be included in enforcement. The
effectiveness of pollution control programs should be judged by
both the extent to which the desired behavior is induced and the
speed at which the change occurs. Many participantsargued that
new implementation incentives are not needed so much as the political
will to use the ones that already exist. The political will to
undertake pollution abatement programs and the readiness to collect
substantial environmental data are prerequisites to the adoption
of any implementation incentives.
 6. Even when used for coercive action against polluters, court action
in both the United States and Canada has often been ineffective
because penalties are low and there is a good chance that the
offenders might not be convicted. This happens because:
(a) both judicial systems emphasize private over public rights;
(b) the standards of proof of damage are often impossibly high,
given the levels of scientific knowledge about the effects of
pollution, the lack of data countering polluters' claims, and the
degree of toxicity of certain discharged substances;
(c) courts tend to insist that an economically feasible technology
be shown to exist so that pollution abatement will not be disruptive
to the polluters, and
(d) there is no provision for class action suits by citizens in
Canada.
7. Legislators are reluctant to try alternative approaches to control
because of vested interests in established regulatory or statutory
structures.
8. Most of the criticisms leveled against effluent charges may be
applied to other environmental policies as well, particularly
permit schemes and stream classification programs.
9.
Economists cannot contribute meaningfully to decisions about who
is to pay for past mistakes.
Given specific objectives concerning
clean—up of persistent pollutants already lodged in the environment,
economists can indicate how to find the most efficient mechanisms
to achieve them.
10. Voluntary measures are insufficient to control non—point pollution.
11.
Better and more comprehensive planning efforts are needed.
Plans
are of little consequence if implementation is not an integral
part of the management process and if plans are not implemented.
12.
There are as yet insufficient incentives to allocate more public
and private resources to the abatement of water pollution in the
Great Lakes.
13.
As a general rule, relevant jurisdictions (counties, municipalities,
states, provinces,
federal governments) do have adequate authority
to adopt and enforce needed ordinances and regulations to control
diffuse sources of pollution.
However,
these instruments are often
not enforceable or are not enforced.
OBSERVATIONS FROM THE WORKSHOPS
There was not enough time in the jurisdictional workshops
to consider






































































































































































































































Most of the suggestions dealt with more stringent enforcement
mechanisms, economic incentives, and placing more responsibility on




A wide variety of legal, economic and technical solutions were






































































































































































In both the Urban Non—point Controls and Future Strategies workshop












































































































































about how to use abatement strategies in combination.
 OBSERVATIONS ABOUT GROUP PROCESS
The Nominal Group process is an excellent technique for generating





































bringing differing judgement factors together in one decision area, but
it does not appear to work as well when alternative "policy" decisions
are required. It is, when used alone, a somewhat superficial approach.
It worked well in the first series of workshops each day, but was cumber—
some for the jurisdictional discussions.
Though the participants were all well informed in their own special
fields, and though each workshop session had at least one lawyer, an
economist, a person representing each level of government in both nations,
and an individual representing a "pollution" source as group members,
few people were directly involved in deciding issues of overall legal
and economic policies. The Nominal Group technique limited information
discussion and exchange of ideas. Thus, ideas were not fully explained
and consequently were understood by different people in different ways,
according to their preconceptions. This was more apparent in jurisdictional
sessions when many ideas had to be explained by persons who had attended
the workshop sessions where the thought was suggested. Again, explanations
differed because of preconceptions or limited knowledge.



















differ. This is due to the fact that the degree of specificity of the
ideas could be changed and groups could therefore combine items in a
slightly modified manner. Nothing can now be substituted for full
examination of the alternative policies suggested during the first set
of workshops each day. Such examination was not possible within the
time constraints. A third day of discussions wouldhave been extremely
useful as it would have enabled participants to examine the first workshop
idea sets each day. More valued rankings would probably have resulted
from the jurisdictional workshop groups had there been more time for
reflection about the alternatives and their consequences. As it was,



















a summation at the close of the workshop, participants did not use the
final session to discuss the two days in a holistic fashion.
An instructional session for leaders and discussion recorders was
held the Sunday night prior to the workshop. However, it is felt that
more training will be required before such events since the nominal















































































































sified research projects and programs.
Point Sources:
1. Establish a series of seminars to inform interested state, provincial
and local government officials about economic implementation incentives.
2. Assemble and disseminate the experience of municipalities in the
use of sewer surcharges, a type of effluent charge.
3. Assemble information and consequences of pollution damage compensation
schemes.
4. Determine how often, and at what cost must unannounced random
inspections be made in order to induce abatement.
5. Identify, test and demonstrate methods to more effectively incorporate
the public into:
(a) water quality standard setting, and
(b) water use designations.
6. Investigate the possibilities of unified bilateral enforcement on
the part of state/federal and provincial/federal agencies.
7. Increase funding for development of structure activity correlation
techniques.
8. Develop and test methods, biological systems or equipment for
removing toxic chemicals from water and sediment or develop tech—
niques to "detoxify" the chemicals.
9. Conduct regional power plantsiting studies.
10. Conduct an economics study of the mining and mineral processing
industry similar to the pulp and paper industry study* in Ontario.
11. Test a model area with new institutional controls on vessel transportation
and wastes.
12. Conduct research on the possibilities of reuse of toxic chemicals
and their wastes.
13. Study common use of transportation/utilities corridors.
l4. Examine environmental laws to eliminate duplication and overlapping
agency responsibilities.
15. Investigate constitutional law to fully define jurisdictional
responsibilities of federal government, provinces and municipalities
in environmental control in Canada.
* Donnan, Jack A. and Victor, Peter A. Alternative Policies for Pollution
 
Abatement — The Ontario Pulp and Paper Industry (Toronto: Ontario Ministry































































































































































































































































2. Evaluate the following policies:





























































(a) the output of known hazardous materials, and









































over time and between jurisdictions.
6. Increase research on biological pest controls to reduce use of pesticides,
herbicides, fungicides and rodenticides.
7. Intensify research on the utilization of biological wastes from agriculture
and food processing industries.
8. Study the long range transport of airborne pollutants to devise methods to reduce
atmospheric contribution to the Great Lakes (international study).
9. Develop a United States/Canada Treaty on airborne pollution.
10. Develop baseline data to distinguish between natural and man-made non—point
pollution.
11. Develop substitutes for road salt.
12. Perform or publicize existing cost/benefit analysis on the use of road salt










Blair Bower is the Consultant in residence of the Quality of the
Environment Division of Resources for the Future, Washington, D.C. He is
a member of several United States national advisory groups for the EPA
and National Academy of Sciences, publishes extensively and is a guest



































mental law area and enhance the reputation he developed as General
Counsel for the Canadian Environmental Law Association.
Jeffrey Haynes is Associate Editor of the Environmental Law
Reporter, which analyzes and reports all litigation and recent events in
the field of environmental law on both the federal level and in the
states. The Reporter is published by the Environmental Law Institute, a
Washington, D.C.—based non—profit researchorganization concerned with
legal and institutional issues of environmental regulation. A 1975
graduate of the University of Michigan Law School and a former Michigan
Assistant Attorney General, Mr. Haynes is the author of a recently
published comprehensive study of citizen suits filedunder the Michigan
Environmental Protection Act.
Donald Dewees is an associate of the Institutes for Policy Analysis
and Environmental Studies and a member of the Department of Political
Economy and the Faculty of Law at the University of Toronto. He has
particular knowledge of the cost/benefits of pollution controls.
PANELISTS
Richard L. Robbins is Executive Director of Great Lakes Tomorrow,
an international citizens organization concerned with the future planning
of the Great Lakes. The group works through Task Forces on each of the
Great Lakes on issues such as water quality, navigation, coastal planning
and energy. Mr. Robbins is also Executive Director of the seven~year
old Lake Michigan Federation concerned with similar issues. He is an
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 IMPLEMENTATION INCENTIVES FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Blair T. Bower, Charles N. Ehler, Allen V. Kneese*
INTRODUCTION
A question that is increasingly being raised at all levels of
government in the United States is, "How can environmental quality
management programs be implemented more effectively, efficiently and
equitably?" The Senate Government Operations Committee has begun hearings
of environmental regulations. The report of the House of Representatives'
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on the "Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1976" cites the limited nature of enforcement options, the
implicit incentives to polluters to delay compliance, and other problems
of implementation under current legislation. Even within EPA, having
faced the task of already issuing over 40,000 National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permits, but with an estimated 50—100,000 to
go, and the task of bringing over 200,000 stationary sources into compliance
with State Implementation Plan (SIP) gaseous emissions limitations,
some rethinking of alternative implementation strategies is taking
place. In remarks to the National Conference on Regulatory Reform, the
then Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency——Russell E.
Train—stated that, "...the only alternative, or effective supplement, to
such regulation would be a system of effluent and emission charges..."
On another front, departing from historical patterns of American
planning—~which have tended to ignore considerations of implementation——
requirements of both the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970 and the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 call for the development of
enforceable programs to implement state and regional environmental quality
management plans, such as Air Quality Maintenance plans and Areawide Waste
Treatment Management ("208") plans. Over the next several years state and
local environmental quality management agencies will be considering and
adopting a wide range of incentives through which to implement the plans
of these federally required planning efforts.
The intent in this paper is to raise some basic issues of identifying and
selecting incentives, both positive and negative, for the implementation
of environmental quality management plans. Briefly described are: the
management context in which implementation incentives must operate, in-
cluding some of the shortcomings of existing legislation; the role
* Mr. Bower is with the Quality of the Environment Program, Resources for the
Future, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Ehler is with the Office of Research and Development, U.S. EPA,
Washington, D.C.
Mr. Kneese is with the Department of Economics, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.




of incentives as one component in an overall environmental quality management
strategy; a taxonomy of implementation incentives; and finally, criteria
with which to evaluate implementation incentives and overall environmental
quality management strategies. Key points to be made are:
l. A wide range of implementation incentives exists, many of which are
never identified or evaluated as alternatives during the planning
phase of environmental quality management;
2. implementation incentives are only one component of an
environmental quality management strategy, which also includes
physical methods (technological options) and institutional
arrangements; too much emphasis is currently placed on the eval-
uation of a limited number of physical methods (usually so—called
waste/treatment technologies) at the expense of little or no analysis
of implementation incentives and institutional arrangements;
3. following point 2, strategy componentsmust be identified and
evaluated simultaneously, i.e., the evaluation of a single
physical method or single implementation incentive in vacuo is
virtually meaningless for management purposes; for example, limiting
automobile traffic during certainperiods and/or in certain
geographic areas of a metropolitan region (a physical method)
cannot be evaluated as to costs or effectiveness without
considering how such a method would be implemented—-through
economic incentives such as increased tolls, through moral
suasion, through direct regulation which closes off certain
streets, or some combination——and through what institutional
arrangement?
4. No single physical method or implementation incentive, or
even class of incentives (e.g., regulatory, economic, etc.), will
be effective, efficient, and equitable for all types of
environmental quality management problems; an objective evaluation
of alternatives is likely to result in a strategy combining several
classes of physical methods, implementation incentives, and
institutional arrangements.
BACKGROUND
A discussion of the role of implementation incentives in environmental
quality management requires some prefatory remarks. First, producing and
maintaining improved ambient environmental quality (AEQ)——as measured by
some set of indicators——involves functions which are carried out by many
public and private actors—-public at all levels of government, private at
national, regional, local scales. Producing the output of a desired level
of AEQ requires a set of management functions including planning, research,
legislation, translation of legislation into guidelines and procedures,
design, construction and operation of facilities, monitoring of AEQ and of
performance by activities, enforcement, and feedback of information. All
















































































Second, the real world in which environmental quality management
must be performed is a dynamic, stochastic world. The dynamic character
is reflected in the continual changes which occur in an urbanized,
industrial society in technology, qualities of raw materials, product
specifications, factor prices, social tastes. For example, for an
existing integrated steel mill with both basic oxygen and electric arc
furnaces, an increase in the price of crude petroleum—~resulting in an
increase in the price of lubricating oil for rolling mills——likely to
lead to a substantial increase in the amount of waste oil recovered and
processed for reuse as lubricating oil, thereby substantially reducing
the quantity of "waste" oil generated, and hence the BOD generated, per
net ton of steel produced. Similarly, if the ratio of the average price
of #2 bundles of scrap steel to the average marginal cost of hot iron
doubles, the generation of some liquid and gaseous residualsl will
increase by 30-40 percent. This is because the relative increase in
scrap price induces the steel mill to charge more for hot iron and less
for scrap. This in turn requires larger output at the blast furnace, and
hence the generation of more residuals all along the line.
In addition to the responses to short-run variations in factor
prices, there are longer—run variables, such as changes in product mix
and product specifications, which affect residuals generation. In this
context, "long—run" means time periods of several years to one or two
decades. The effects of changes in product mix and product specifications
in the steel industry can be implied from the effects of these variables
on industry yield and home scrap produced. The trend in yield over a
20—year period is shown in Table l.
 
l. The term, "residual," is used to replace the more traditional but
semantically biased terms such as "wastes" and "pollutant." A
residual is a non-product material or energy output, the value of
which is less than the costs of collecting, processing, and trans—
porting it for use. The definition is time—dependent, i.e., is a
function of the level of technology in the society at a point in
time and of the relative costs of alternative inputs. For example,
manure in the United States is now typically a residual, whereas 30
or so years ago it was a valuable raw material. The term residual
as used herein is an economic definition and should be distinguished
from its use in a more narrow sense in Section 208(b)(2)(J) of the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 (P.L. 92—
500), which refers to "residual waste," meaning sludge from wastewater
treatment plants. Sludge is an example of a "secondary" residual;
that is, a residual which is generated in the process of modifying





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































With respect to stochasticity, the natural systems involved in
environmental quality management—~aquatic, atmospheric, and terrestrial
ecosystems——all have assimilative capacities which vary with time——
diurnally, daily, seasonally, from year to year.2 Similarly, residuals
generation by various activities—~households, industrial plants, agricul—
tural operations, mines-—varies within the day, from day to day, seasonally,
even under "normal" operating conditions. In addition, there are upsets,
spills, breakdowns, and clean—up operations which add to the variability
in residuals generation. Finally, physical facilities "age" over time,
and with that aging performance, e.g., efficiency of removal of residuals,
tends to decline. Figure 1 shows hourly variations in the quantity and
quality of the discharge from a dairy. Figure 2 shows the variation in
daily quantity of discharge of phosphates from a fertilizer plant.
Third, physical, technological, and economic interrelationships
exist among the forms of residuals——liquid, gaseous, solid, energy——and
among the three environmental media——air, land and water. Measures to
reduce the discharge of one type of residual may increase the quantity
of other residuals generated, which in turn must be disposed of in some
manner. For example, gaseous discharges can affect water quality via
washout, as in the case of "acid rain." Solid residuals can become
airborne residuals when incinerated.
Fourth——closely related to the third-—is that building and opera—
ting waste treatment plants actually increases the total materials and
energy residuals discharged to the environment. Conventional and so—
called advanced waste treatment merely changes the form of a generated
residual into one or more. These forms and/or one or more types of the
same form are presumed to have less adverse effects on ambient environ—
mental quality (AEQ) when discharged than the original residual. This
transformation is accomplished by new inputs of materials, energy,
capital.
Fifth, putting concrete and steel in place——that is, constructing
some sort of residuals discharge reduction facility——does not insure
that a positive impact on AEQ will occur. The physical method to improve
AEQ must be operated efficiently and cautiously. This in turn means
that there must be some inducements to achieve such an operation.
These basic facts of life comprise the context for environmental
quality management, and provide the background for consideration of,
first, the philosophy of recent U.S. federal3 legislation relating to
2. The time rate of change in quality of ground water systems, is much
slower than for the other natural systems.




















































































































































































































































































water quality—~primarily The Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of
1972 (Public Law 92-500)——and second, implementation incentives as an
integral component of environmental quality management.
PL 92—500
PL 92—500 was an outgrowth of the conviction of many that the past
strategy for improving water quality had "failed." That strategy was
based on the establishment of ambient water quality standards, the
allocation of responsibility to the states for achieving those standards
by whatever means the states so chose, and the provision of federal
grants to municipalities for construction-—but not for the operation and
maintenance—-of sewage treatment plants.
PL 92—500 has been widely characterized as a "technology—based,
prescriptive” act. It specifies that industrial point sources must
apply "best practicable technology currently available" (BPT) by July
1977 and "best available technology economically achievable" (BAT) by
July 1983. The act does not say explicitly how that adoption is to be
induced, except for the provision of penalties for failure to do so.
The interpretation by EPA, environmental groups, and industrial groups
was that the language meant prescribing numbers in terms of kilograms of
residuals discharge permitted per ton of product output or per ton of
raw material processed. It was generally assumed that the technology to
achieve the prescribed limits was to be specified as well. The numbers
and the technology developed in the effluent limitation guidelines were
to provide the basis for the issuance of discharge permits to individual
plants under the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System.
For the other major type of point source, municipalities, the
corresponding technology levels were termed secondary treatment (ST) and
Best Practicable Waste Treatment Technology (BPWTT). The former was
administratively defined in terms of specified final effluent con-
centrations for biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and total suspended
solids (TSS) to be achieved; the latter was defined as being equivalent
to at least ST, but with morestringent limitations on discharges where
necessary, i.e., limitations on nutrient discharges.
Two important points concerning the language of the act and its
interpretation merit emphasis. First, although the act has been charac—
terized as "technology—based" and "effluent based," in reality it ulti—
mately is keyed to ambient water quality. This is because the act
expressly states that, where BAT and BPWTT are insufficient to achieve
the adopted water quality standards—-which wereapproved under the 1965
act, more stringent discharge limitations must be imposed; i.e., discharge
limitations more stringent than BAT and BPWTT would be necessary. In
the first year after the passage of PL 92-500, each state had to classify
the stream reaches in its area. Approximately half of the reaches in
the country were considered "water quality limited;" i.e., discharge










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Relation to Environmental Quality Management
Given the foregoing background, what are implementation incentives
in relation to the set of functions comprising environmental quality
management? What is it that one is trying to induce households, institu—
tions, mining operations, industrial operations, agricultural operations
to do? Incentives can be positive or negative, but the Objectives of
the application of incentives is to induce action.
What action is desired? Broadly speaking, the action desired is
reduction in the day—to—day use of the environment or maintenance of
that use within some limits in order to achieve and maintain desired
levels of AEQ. More narrowly, the actions desired are: (l) the installation
of some facility or set of facilities or process changes or use changes
or changed combination of factor inputs; and (2) the continuous operation
of these facilities or changes at design levels over time. Most of the
effort to date by management agencies at all levels of government
involved in environmental quality management has been on the former;
very little attention has been devoted to the latter. The focus has
been on installation without a corresponding concern with operation and
maintenance. One exception is EPA's recognition of the problems of
maintaining the performance of vehicle emission control devices over
time.
Given the complexity of the task of achieving and maintaining
specified levels of AEQ, both in the range of tasks and mix of institu—
tions involved at various levels of government, the incentives problem
can be characterized by a set of questions.
(1) What stimulates a state government to do what needs to be done
in terms of its responsibilities for environmental quality management?
Is it the provision of planning funds? Is it the designation of par-
ticular types of planning areas or planning agencies?
Is it the require—
ment of obtaining approval of plans and designs by EPA? The provision
of planning funds clearly has resulted, and is resulting, in the gene—
ration of planning documents; e.g., plans produced via water resources
planning under the 1965 Water Resources Planning Act, State Implementa-
tion Plans for air quality management under the Clean Air Act Amend—
ments, areawide waste management plans under Section 208 of PL 92—500,
coastal zone plans under the Coastal Zone Management Act, land use plans
under Section 701 of the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974.
But, to What extent have these plans been implemented; i.e., the desired
output of improved AEQ actually been produced?
(2) What stimulates a state, in turn, to stimulate the actors
within the state——municipalities, districts, industrial operations,
state facilities——to act? Is it the provision of grants for const—


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(6) How can EPA induce other federal agencies to act——DOD,DOT, BLM?
What about a state with respect to federal installations within the
borders? What leverage does a state environmental agency have on other
state agencies?
These questions reflect the crux of the incentives problem. That
problem in turn is most usefully addressed in the context of environ—
mental quality management strategies.
Components of Environmental Quality Management Strategies
An environmental quality management strategy consists of: (l) a set
of physical methods; plus (2) implementation incentives; plus (3) an
institutional arrangement. These interrelated components of an environ—
mental quality management strategy are depicted in Figure 3.
The physical methods are those actions by individual activities—-
households, institutions, industrial operations, commercial operations,
municipalities which reduce or modify the discharge of residuals to the
environment!+ and/or directly improve the assimilative capacity of the
environment. Implementation incentives are the positive and negative
inducements which stimulate the installation and continued operation and
maintenance of the physical methods. The institutional arrangement
allocates the authorities to impose the implementation incentives and
the responsibilities for carrying out other functions comprising en-
vironmental quality management: planning, research and data collection,
design/construction/operation of collective facilities——such as regional
sewage treatment plants, interceptor sewers, instream aeration facili—
ties, and materials recovery/byproduct production facilities; monitoring
of discharges and ambient environmental quality; enforcing standards;
and collecting charges and fines.
The three elements must be considered
simultaneously if the desired output of improved AEQ is to be produced.
In addition, the implementation incentives and institutional arrange—
ments must be considered simultaneously at all levels of government, to
insure that an incentive adopted at one level is consistent with an
incentive adopted at a different level of government.
Table 2 presents a classification of physical methods. The exam—
ples are illustrative, and are not meant to be exhaustive.
In con—
nection with physical methods, a great deal of confusion has arisen over
the use of the terms, "structural" and "nonstructural," in the environm—
ental literature (as well as in the flood damage reduction literature).
Structural measures have generally been defined as technological options,
such as sewage treatment plants, emission control equipment on stacks,
emission control devices on automobiles, and recycling plants.
Zoning
ordinances, subdivision regulations, permits, and effluent charges, have
been defined as nonstructural measures.
In practice, nonstructural
measures have usually been applied only after the structural measures
have been applied to their practical limits.
But the connotation has
clearly been that the choice is either/or; that is, nonstructural
4.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Table 2 cont'd



























Chemical and fiber recovery in paper production;






























































































C. MAKE BETTER USE OF
1. Change the spatial








2. Change the temporal Phase the location of new activities until adequate
distribution of existing public services are available; stagger office hours;
and/or new activities change in production schedule




4. Change the temporal Withhold residuals discharge during periods of low





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































an office's solid residuals increase to a level such that recycling used
paper merits consideration. It may be a public relationsmove, without
or with external pressure from a public interest group. It may be in
response to the possibility of a class action court suit. It may be to



















































     
      
 













































































   
























































CLASSIFICATION OF IMPLEMENTATION INCENTIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
Regulatory——by law, ordinance, permit
1. Specification of a physical method
a. Specify characteristic(s) of a raw material input, for
example, no more than 1% sulfur fuel.
b. Specify production "process", for example: dry peeling in
fruit and vegetable canning: road design and construction in
national forests with respect to grade, drainage, en-
croachment on stream channels; automatic turnoff valves on
all water outlets in commercial, industrial, institutional
facilities; orientation of buildings with respect to sun and
wind; amounts of thermal and/or noise insulation in
buildings; airplane movements on the ground; fencing,
rotation, feeding and watering locations on grazing lands;
operational procedures for landfills; frequency of street
cleaning and litter removal in urban areas; design and
construction standards for water and sewer pipes; 6” of
insulation requirementin residential construction;
restriction on type of pesticide and method of application;
height of stacks; vehicle movement on certain streets.
c. Specify residuals modification and/or handling process, for
example: activated sludge; debris basins on construction
sites; require householders to separate used newspapers from
other solid residuals; prohibit acceptance of used
newspapers/used corrugated containers at municipal
incinerators.
d. Specify product output characteristics, for example: nomore
than 8% phosphates in detergents; returnable beverage
containers; number of sizes of cans for canned food
production; amount of lead in gasoline;
2. Specification of a result of performance
a. Specify discharge per unit of product of per unit of
raw material processes : specified amount, for example:
< X kilograms of suspended solids (SS) per ton of steel, per
barrel of crude throughput, < Z grams of HC per vehicle—
kilometer. _
b. Specify total quantity of a residual discharged per unit of











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































annual surcharge on horsepower of automobile; severance taxes on
virgin materials extracted; depletion allowances on virgin
materials extracted; capital gains provisions for virgin
materials; subsidies for use of secondary materials; expensing
provisions relating to extraction of virgin materials; water
intake pricing; surcharge on energy use; differential taxes on
fuels——> gas, < diesel, < methanol; surcharge for power equipment
in vehicles——air conditioners, power steering and power brakes,
automatic transmission, except for vehicles used by disabled
individuals;
Applied to activities, for example: reduced parking fees for car
pools; parking surcharges; provision by agency or firm of multi—
passenger vehicles: subsidized freight rates; property taxes
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Court and/or administrative law review and action, or threat
thereof, to compel compliance; civil and/or criminal suits.
Educational/Informational
 
Educational/informational programs can be mounted to acquaint
individuals, groups, employees within a firm or agency, of the
implications of their activities with respect to residuals
generation and adverse impacts on AEQ, and with alternative
behavior patterns which would reduce such impacts, for example:
car pooling, ride the bus, litter campaigns; provision of
technical information by public agencies and private groups to
both residuals generators ("technology transfer") and individual
citizens. Exhortation by slogan is an example of the "persuasive"
implementation incentive, for example: "a good citizen does not
litter"; "save water-~shower with a friend"; "only you can stop
waste." Continued major "polluters" can be publicly identified,
for example, Region Ill's "Dozen Dirtiest Dischargers," and the
converse, public commendation provided for exemplary residuals
management by private and public agencies; appliance labeling
programs; fuel economy rating programs; pesticide labeling; model
code and ordinance development.
Notes:
1. The line between regulatory and administrative implementation incentives
is somewhat ambiguous. Regulatory implies imposition by one agency on
another actor (public or private); administrative implies within an agency
or set of agencies, for example, all federal agencies. It should also
be emphasized that some of the economic incentives, such as effluent
charges, surcharge on energy use, can be, and have been, applied within
firms and within single industrial plants.
2. Many of the implementation incentives can be, and are, applied
simultaneously.
3. Implementation incentives imposed on one residual can have positive
and/or negative impacts on other residuals and/or environmental media.
An ordinance specifying limits on concentration of particulate discharges
from building incinerators may result in closing down some or many of
these incinerators with a consequent increase in solid residuals for
disposal. The response to an effluent charge on BOD5 discharge may often
result in simultaneous reductions in discharges of SS and/or phenols.
4. Many of the implementation incentives are not under the juris—
diction of environmental quality management agencies. Probably the
clearest examples are tax policies—-depletion allowances, capital gains,
severance, accelerated depreciation, real estate.
38
 Choosing Implementation Incentives
 
Consideration of implementation incentives begins with what now
should be a universally accepted principle, namely, that environmental
services, in terms of the capacity of the environmental media to assimi—
late residuals discharged to them, are no longer free; there is no
"right" to the free use of such services, i.e., no "right to pollute."
Given that principle, there are at least three problems common to all
implementation incentives.
One, some materials are so toxic that their discharge into the
environment should simply be prohibited. However, it is very clear that
it is no easy task to determine just what materials in what quantities
under what conditions are toxic to what species, including man. A
particular concentration of a material in a water body may have no
adverse effects on some fish species under a low or normal temperature
condition, but very adverse impacts under high temperatures, or in the
presence of some other material, or when dissolved oxygen is low. In
some or many cases, there may be other contributing or "intervening"
variables which affect the response, such as the state of health of the
target species. Individuals with normal health and nutrition are gene—
rally better able to withstand a given level of adverse AEQ than those
in poor health. Finally, toxicity is both a short—run and a long—run
problem. Concentrations which result in immediate fish kills are obvious;
those which result in a build—up in tissues and/or organs, over time,
with long—run impacts on reproduction and viability or existence of the
species, are not so obvious.
Two, and related to one, is the problem of a lack of or incomplete
knowledge of both the impacts of the discharge of a residual on AEQ and
the damages (effects) of the resulting change in AEQ on various species.
Again, both short—run and long—run times frames are involved. The
impact of discharges of fluorochlorohydrocarbons on ozone content of the
stratosphere is one example. The long—run impact of particulate and 002
discharges on the atmosphere is another.
Three, criteria must be established for choosing the implementation
incentives to be imposed in a given context. Economic efficiency,
effectiveness, and equity are the logical ones to use, realizing that
not only must the criteria be defined but that some weights must be
given to them in the choice process. Under economic efficiency, adminis—
trative costs are included, because these comprise a critical component
of environmental quality management costs, and different implementation
incentives involve different administrative costs. Effectiveness includes
both the extent to which the implementation incentive applied actually
induces the desired behavior on the part of the residuals generators and
residuals management agencies and the speed of their responses. But no
implementation incentive will be effective without some procedure or
system for enforcement. Again, this problem is common to all incen—
tives, so that the enforcement procedure must be specified along with
the implementation incentive, in order to be able to evaluate the
implementation incentive.
Equity relates to the effects of the appli-
cation of the incentive on the distributions of costs and benefits among
groups in society,
i.e.,





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of a "best" strategy for any given situation must be developed. Evaluation
involves the rating and ranking of each alternative strategy. A list of
suggested criteria for evaluating environmental qualitymanagement
strategies is presented in Table 4.
Table 4
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
1. Physical Effects and Their Distribution
a. Reduction in discharge of residual from specific activity
b. Reduction in discharge of residual in area
c. Changes in ambient environmental quality
d. Results of changes in ambient environmental quality





3. Flexibility in Administration
a. ContinuOus or non—continuous application
b. Selective or uniform application
c. Retention of effectiveness under changing conditions
4. Simplicity in Administration
5. Timing Considerations
a. Years before physical measure in place and operating
b. Years before impact on ambient environmental quality realized
6. Political Considerations
a. Priority in relation to other environmental quality management
problems
b. Priority in relation to other societal problems
c. Impact on intergovernmental relations
d. Acceptability to public
7. Intermedia and Resource Use Effects
a. Impacts on discharges to other environmental media
b. Net energy, net consumptive use of water, net land required
  
Each of the source category/physical measure/implementation incentive




















tation incentive combination. Although most of the criteria are self—
explanatory, some amplification to insure understanding follows:
1. Physical effects relate to the degree that the physical method
will: a) reduce the discharge of a residual from a specific source
category; b) reduce a specific total discharge of the residual in the
environmental quality management area; and c) change the relevant index
of AEQ; these changes in discharge and AEQ can, in turn, result in d)
other physical effects such as decreased human mortality, decreased
human morbidity, decreased deterioration of materials, and increased
fish biomass.
2. Economic effects include: a) direct benefits, the translation
of the changes in physical effects into monetary value wherepossible,
such as reduced medical costs, reduced costs of cleaning and maintenance,
and increased value of fish catch; b) the direct costs to the residuals
discharger-—industrial plant, municipality, feedlot——of implementing the
physical measure in terms of capital and operating and maintenance
costs, or to the environmental quality management agency for imple—
menting physical methods which directly affect assimilative capacity; c)
administrative costs—both private and public—-in terms of accounting and
reporting, monitoring, analysis of samples, supervision of operating
personnel; and d) indirect economic effects in terms of employment
effects, changes in income tax, changes in property taxes, increased
costs of user goods and dislocation of people. For example, costs to
the discharger could be expressed both in terms of absolute costs and as
a percentage of gross value of output or of total production cost.
Costs to consumers could be expressed in terms of, for example, dollar
increase (or decrease) in annual heating bill. Costs to local govern-
ment, for example, could be expressed as the increase in sewage disposal
costs. Although administrative costs are direct costs, they are separately
identified because they are too often ignored.
3. Flexibility in administration refers to the administrative
ease with which a physical measure/implementation incentive may be
applied or removed, and to the degree to which the combination remains
effective under changed conditions. Continuous/non—continuous indicates
whether it can only be applied continuously or can be applied intermittently
as needed. Selective/uniform refers to whether or not the physical
measure/implementation incentive combination can be applied to selected
activities—-either within a category or among categories, or can only be
applied to all activities generating the residual of interest. (In some
institutional contexts it may be administratively easier to implement
the adoption of a measure by all activities than to impose it selectively,
even though total environmental quality management costs will be higher.)
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time required after it is in operation before the effect on AEQ occurs.


















also by legal considerations. If new legislation must be enacted,
implementation may take longer than if legal authority already exists.
Public receptivity also affects timing. A physical measure/implemen—
tation incentive combination which is new to the public may require more
time than one which is not.
6. The political considerations criterion has six components.
The first refers to the policy maker's sense of his constituency's






































refers to his constituency's perceived urgency of environmental quality
management problems in relation to other social problems in the area,







































component refers to the degree to which an implementation incentive
imposed at one level of government is consistent with those imposed at























































in objective—setting, strategy preparation, and strategy evaluation.
The sixth component relates to the degree of difficulty in obtaining

















authority to implement the strategy exist? Would existing legislation
have to be changed to enable implementation, or would entirely new
legislation have to be passed? Are there questions of preemption, due
process, and takings?
7. Intermedia effects should be explicitly considered, with
regard to the quantities of other residuals generated and discharged
into any of the environmental media. The three primary resource use
effects to be identified are net energy required, net land required, and
net consumptive use of water. An environmental quality management
strategy may be energy intensive, or it may actually reduce total
energy use in the area. The land required by an environmental quality
management strategy, for example for disposal of mixed solid residuals
























































































































division between direct costs incurred within the area and incurred
external to the area, the later referring to the proportion of the costs
to be forthcoming from, for example, the federal or state treasuries.
It should also be pointed out thatseveral of the above conside—
rations, such as those dealing with perceptions of the relative impor—
tance of the problem with respect to both other environmental quality
management issues and other social issues, can only be evaluated at the
level of the total management strategy. All other considerations,
however, should be evaluated for each physical method/implementation
incentive/institutional arrangement combination.
After evaluating each strategy according to the indicated criteria,
the final step in evaluating strategies is to combine the ratings on the
individual criteria. This process involves assigning relative weights
to the individual criteria, an activity which is the responsibility of
the decision—makers, not the analysts. The responsibility of those in
authority in any society is to make judgements concerning which criteria
are more important than others.
Concluding Comments
It is fruitless to plan without explicitly considering implemen—
tation as an integral part of the management process. In this paper
some of the basic issues of identifying and evaluating the wide range of
alternative implementation incentives available for environmental
quality management have been stated. Stressed has been the importance
of evaluating physical methods, implementation incentives, and institu—
tional arrangements as integral components of an environmental manage—
ment strategy. No single management strategy will be best for all
situations; mixes of physical methods, implementation incentives, and
institutional arrangements are likely to provide the "optimal" strategy
for any given environmental quality management problem in a given area.
Another approach to summarizing relevant aspects of the issue is to
try to answer the question: What are the desirable attributes of a
strategy—-international, national, state, local——for managing water
quality?5
1. The strategy should be based on the concept that the water
courses of the nation comprise a common property resource, a public good
owned by the entire polity, the management of which is the responsi-
bility of the government.
5. No attempt is made to distinguish between criteria and attributes.
44
2. The strategy should be based on the principle that those who
utilize the environmental resource should pay for its use; i.e., dischargers
should pay.
3. The strategy should provide that the AEQ targets (standards)
bear some relationship to the present and anticipated uses of the water
resource and hence to the related physical, economic, and aesthetic
advantages resulting from changed water quality. The levels of water
quality desired should be related to the costs of achieving the various
levels in relation to the benefits gained.
4. The strategy should consider explicitly the dynamic and
stochastic characteristics of water quality management.
5. The strategy should be efficient, i.e., involve the least
resource costs to achieve the desired level of quality with the spe—
cified degree of certainty.
6. The strategy should be equitable, i.e., not adversely change
the existing distribution of income. The emphasis is 29; making the
income distribution more adverse, even though it may not be improved by
the strategy.
7. The strategy should consider the totality of physical measures
for improving water quality; i.e., change in production process, raw
material, product output characteristics, spatial location, materials
recovery, time scheduling of production. Final demand should be consi—
dered explicity.
8. The strategy should consider all residuals simultaneously——
solid, liquid, gaseous, energy. Thus, the water quality management
strategy should incorporate explicit consideration of the impacts of the
strategy on air quality management and solid residuals management.
9. The strategy should recognize regional variations in con—
ditions with respect to demands for water quality, environmental assimila-
tive capacity, and residuals generation conditions.
10. The strategy should involve as small an administrative burden
as possible; i.e., minimize the establishment and perpetuation of bureaucratic
empires devoted to production of memoranda rather than improved water
quality.
11. The strategy should minimize irreversible impacts on natural
systems.









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































from using and enjoying a lake, but the swimmer's use cannot
stop the polluter from polluting in the lake."







































consumption (against, for example, pollution), the leverage





















be defendants, and those whose uses preserve rather than



















































































































































































































































themselves; they only ruled on specific cases brought before them. And
the only persons who could initiate such proceedings almost exclusively









































































may be cumulatively, if not immediately, toxic led to the creation of
what were said to be new mechanisms wherein persons employed full—time













































































































































































































































   
Another example of this problem is found in a recent story carried
in the Toronto Globe and Mail,
headlined "Contaminant Panel Hasn't Met





















The act, which received royal assent Dec. 2, 1975, allows the
Government to set regulations governing the maximum permissible
concentrations
for harmful substances,
both in products and
waste materials.
However, the Environment and the Health and Welfare ministries —-




































At least one member of the committee has asked the chairman,
Les Edgeworth, why there haven't been any meetings.
Mr.
Edgeworth,























Mr. Edgeworth said the prime purpose of the committee is to
make sure that the interests of all other Government depart—
ments don't overlap.
He also said that this function has so
far been done through correspondence.
However, it seems the committee's stated functions go beyond
Government liaison. A document signed by the deputy ministers of the
Environment and Health and Welfare recommends that the committee's
terms of reference include:
--Technological, economic, social, geographical and political
(including international) factors are taken into account.
——Information be provided to the responsible ministers about
controlling dangerous substances.
After being told of this, Mr. Edgeworth seemed surprised
about the terms and said a meeting of the committee will be
held shortly.
He called back a few minutes later to say a first meeting of
the committee is scheduled for Dec. 20, then said it might
be held some time in the new.year.
The act, in effect since April, also gives the federal
Government power to demand confidential information from
private companies, to stop the use of metals and chemicals,
and to jail company officials for up to two years and fine
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































for reasons described in the section below, of the court's levying a
great penalty against them. The principal reason that the industry felt
that they were safe in this position was their assertion, which one must
suppose that they really believed, that they just could not afford to
enter into these clean up techniques and, on the basis of those sub—





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Donnan & Victor, Supra, pp. 42—47































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































cases might come up between a minor traffic offence and a parking
violation. In the mass of cases the important ones don't stick out
enough," he said.8





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"Property is at once an inalienable right and a means of aggrandizing
oneself; and the owner has a right to residuary use. Assuming that
a collective decisionis made that as a society we wish to husband
certain resources, then the policy maker must recognize that an
owner of those resources has the entire majesty and force of a
thousand years of legal decisions to oppose any attempt to interfere
with the Owner's rights to that resource. Any policy adopted in
that regard will be whittled and narrowed by the legal system not
because of any malicious intentions on the part of judges or
lawyers but because the development of the legal system has been
based on the very principles which the policy is attacking. The
notion of property as an inalienable right and the notion that
owners have a right to residuary use are at the very centre of the
legal system. It is a system, and like all systems, any change in
one aspect creates a disequilibrium. To achieve a new equilibrium
in the legal system requires a very long passage of time and is
only achieved very gradually. Changes as fundamental as those
confronting policy makers in the area of limiting growth or checking
pollution, may cause a massive shock not only to the legal system
but to the society which it serves.”10
In regard to the evidentiary biases of the legal system, one writer
has put it as follows: "... It is one of the simple facts of our present
system that (for a host of reasons) plaintiffs most generally carry the
major burden of proving most of the basic issues in a lawsuit. The
result is striking: even with the system of substantive rules against
resource consumption, our present rules insure that in cases of doubt
about any facet of those rules, resource consumption will prevail."11
Standards of proof that have evolved in our court systems may be
impossibly high given levels of scientific knowledge. This has been the
experience of many federal Fisheries Act prosecutions where it is
necessary to prove beyonda reasonable doubt that the substance is
"deleterious to fish" and such lethal effects on the fish of a substance
are suggested but unconfirmed; in this case, expert witnesses are
likely to be unwilling to say that a substance is "deleterious". Many
prosecutions, as a result, are not taken. Similar problems have occurred
in prosecutions under the Food and Drugs Act. Even if a lesser standard
of proof is called for, such as the civil burden of proof known as the
"balance of probabilities" where scientific evidence shows only that the
action in question creates an unquantifiable (i.e., unknown) risk, a
court is not likely to find that the balance of probability standard of
proof has been met.12
(10) K.M. Arenson, "Of Things Held in Property", in The Allocative Conflicts




(12) Franson & Lucas, Legal Control of Hazardous Products in Canada, p.
 
85. [A study prepared for the Science Council of Canada to be published
in 1977.]
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The system as it exists needs a massive dose of effective public
participation both in establishing such standards and in determining how
much time ought to be allowed for the clean up of particularly obnoxious
industries. Such public participation is not envisioned as merely the
holding of forums whereby the public can come if it is interested and
express its views. What is being postulated here is a system whereby
the public is made an important, indeed, an integral part of the process.
This must be based on the full availability of information to interested
and potentially affected members of the public so that they may make
considered arguments based on facts. Such information that must be
available in such a public participation process include:
effects and costs of the pollution sought to be abated in health,
biological, and economic terms; alternative abatement techniques
and costs presently and conceivably available in the short term;
viability of the industry as a whole, in particular its ability to
afford the technological devices necessary to clean up to the
standards proposed, including tax incentives available and the
dislocations in economic and human terms likely to be involved.
This information, together with money and community organizational
personnel and techniques must be made available to arouse spokespersons
on behalf of the public so that they become aware of the costs to their
health and to their environment, so that they participate in the process
of standard setting and enforcement.
Without the public participating in such a manner based on access
to such vital information, our environmental agencies will continue to
be left alone with the lobbying powers of industry and the political


















environment. When the public is excluded from the abatement process
(and it may not have to be necessarily excluded by explicity legislative
meaSures, but, rather, may be because of a failure to provide information
and encouragement through the devices suggested above), then standard—
setting, decision—making and action—initiating processes within an
administrative agency, insofar as it is expected to work in the public
interest, become extremely difficult. How can public officials, without
such offsetting public pressure, affect the lobbying powers of industry,
affect the working co—operation of industry for reasonable abatement
programmes, and, at the same time, make equitable decisions that relate
to a myriad of different problems affecting private interests in the
environment? As has been said by the Canadian Environmental Law Re—
search Foundation:
"Far too often an overworked bureaucracy develops a narrow single—
mindedness of purpose. It evolves into its working entente with
the person subject to the regulations which fosters a further
narrowing of perspective. The probing of private citizens, through
public hearings and other actions is the only cure for the normal































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Act, Bill 94, July 1971."
60





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The water pollution control structures that I will discuss are






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 skepticism about performance, costs, and public health protection. There
is also understandable opposition from property owners whose land would
be used, although, if the system were instituted nationally, it would
use 7.5 million acres, or about one percent of the land currently used
to produce 59 major crops.
Japanese Victim Compensation Law
By far the most radical of the alternative approaches to water
pollution control discussed here is the 1973 Japanese Law for the Com-
pensation of Pollution—Related Health Damage. The Law creates an admin-
istrative structure to administer a fund for compensating the victims
of designated diseases (e.g., bronchitis, pulmonary emphysema, arsenic
poisoning). Medical expenses and loss of earnings are paid for, and pol-
luters pay the entire cost of victim assistance. The Law creates a
national fund for distribution to victims of multiple source pollution
and requires local fund distribution for damage caused by individual
pollutants. Judicial review is provided for.
A recent evaluation of the Law (5) suggests why a similar scheme
has not been seriously consideredin the United States:
In some ways our era resembles the state of the law of
industrial accidents prior to the development of workmen's
compensation. The law of pollution damage still views the
problem as an individual struggle between polluters and vic—
tims. As a consequence, procedural barriers to class actions,
the public nuisance doctrine, and difficulties in proving
disease causation from multiple sources of pollution present
powerful obstacles to relief, as did the defenses of contri-
butory negligence, assumption of risk, and the fellow ser-
vant rulea half century ago. Since most United States
courts have refused to disturb these barriers to victim
recovery, the economic forces which impelled the American
business community to seek a more certain, less expensive,
vehicle for compensating workers have not yet been unleashed
in the pollution field.
The enactment of the Law grew out of four well-publicized pollution
trials in Japan involving, among others, the itai—itai (cadmium poisoning)
disease and the minamata (mercury poisoning) disease. In these trials,
Japanese jurisprudence for the first time allowed proofof harm to be
based on epidemiological evidence and statistical data rather than a
strict cause-effect relationship between the discharge and the disease
in the victim. The Law incorporates these causal notions into its pro-
cedures for designating pollution-risk areas and pollution victims.
The contribution required by the Law of polluters acts like an






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the cost of modifying an old plant or factory is high, but rarely is it impossible
to achieve very substantial improvements.
A third possibility is that we have not yet found the legal and administra-
tive methods necessary to call forth the best technological response to our
environmental problems. Even if there is a strong public will to improve the
environment, and if there is available a reasonable range of technology that can
achieve substantial pollution reductions at not unreasonable costs, these technol-
ogical alternatives will not be adopted without a vigorous program of regulation
and enforcement. It seems to me and to others who have considered this problem I
quite probable that at least a substantial portion of our failure to meet our
stated goals can be attributed to weaknesses not in technological alternatives
but in administrative alternatives: in failing to find the right combination of
public policies that will lead to the development, adoption, installation and
operation of those processes that will yield both a high level of economic produc—
tion and a low level of environmental contamination.
It is the thesis of this paper that given continuing public support for
environmental protection, substantial improvements in environmental quality will
depend very heavily uponthe design of public policies that are both just and
effective. We have seen years pass without the widespread adoption of available
technology. We have seen very slow rates of innovation in pollution control.
This poor performance contrasts so sharply with the vigor with which industry can
respond to private market incentives that it seems only natural to conclude that
a better system of incentives could lead to better performance in pollution control
as well. We will, therefore, examine the design of pollution control policies to
achieve substantial pollution reductions at reasonable costs. This is not simply
a matter of adopting increasingly vicious penalties. There have been failures to
improve the environment both with legislation that is deficient in penalties and
with legislation that carries potentially large penalties. Rather, it is neces—


















abatement rather than toward disputes about what can and cannot be done.




























































































ence in the environment and the very serious hazards that it can cause to human
health when sufficiently concentratedin the food chain. Some other heavy metals
and particularly toxic chemicals may fall into this category. Where the health
effects are sufficiently immediate and dangerous, it may be unnecessary to per—














































































































































































































and do this as rapidly as possible.
Many of the pollutants for which we have established ambient quality stand—
ards could fall into this category. Even our existing ambient standards can rare—
ly be justified on the basis that concentrations less than the standard are
entirely harmlesswhile concentrations even slightly above the standard are so
devastating in their impact that they must be avoided at all costs. Rather, a
standard is usually a reflection of a level below which significant harm has not
yet been proven, or in some cases a level that already reflects some weighting







































a requirement that must be met completely and instantly.
This paper is addressed not to the deadly substances for which immediate























































we can identify some necessary steps toward achieving those objectives. First,
the energies of those who currently discharge the pollutant must be directed
toward analysis of their discharge, development of abatement strategies, and
investment in whatever changes are necessary to reduce their emissions. Clearly,
progress toward the desired goal will be faster if industry efforts are bent
primarily towards achieving the environmental goal rather than fighting with the
regulatory agency over the appropriate level of control of the desirable tech—
niques to be used in achieving it. Engineering time spent testifying in Ottawa
or Toronto or Washington or Columbus is engineering time that is not spent in
designing and operating pollution control equipment.
Another task that is essential for the satisfactory solution of a number of
environmental problems is the development of new and better abatement technology.
In many cases we have the technological capability for reducing emissions of a


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































practice" or "economically justifiable". Once the effluent charge has
been set, it is up to the industry to decide how much to control its
emissions. The regulatory agency should estimate beforehand whether the
maximum charge can be borne by the industry. If so, it need listen to
no debates over what is possible and what is not. The effluent charges
does not require, it merely urges, pollution control.
Clearly the traditional and economic approaches to environmental
protection are worlds apart. Furthermore, we have vast experience with
the regulatory approach, and very little experience with effluent charges.
Legislative bodies have shown no inclination to adopt the nearly unanimous
advice from economists over the last decade favouring market oriented
mechanisms.
Why AreEffluent Charges Unpopular?
 
Why have effluent charges been so widely ignored despite the high
recommendations of economists? Three primary reasons may be identified.
First, the theoretically proper basis for setting an effluent chargeis
















































































































































fully to determine effluent concentration. Such sampling would be many
times the effort currently used in most jurisdictions, and enormously
more expensive than almost any current program. Agencies argue they
simply cannot afford this. Finally, the effluent charge places a price
upon effluent but does not guarantee an environmental result. Presumably
if you require 80% pollution abatement through a standard, y0u know what
environmental quality will result. If, on the other hand, you impose a
charge of 10¢ per pound for B.O.D. discharge, it is not at all clear how
much pollution control will result in the short run or the long run.
A final objection to effluent charges is that the industry must not
only spend money on pollution control, but, unless it eliminates all its


























































































































rarely be estimated with accuracy, this is equally true for effluent
charges and for emission standards.
74
,74—4‘
 If the establishment of emission standards is intended to be based upon some con—
sideration of costs and benefits, then the difficulty of estimating benefits is
just as much a problem here as it is for the effluent charge. If standards are
to be chosen arbitrarily, this should be no worse than arbitrarily setting an
effluent charge. Thus, this problem for effluent charges should be an equal
problem for emission standards.
While the monitoring costs for a fair and effective effluent charge would
seem to be substantial, it is unclear why this is different from the situation
with a fair and effective emission standard. If an agency currently monitors an
individual source only once or twice a year, there is simply no basis for that
agency to know whether the standard has been met unless the meaSured emissions are
an order of magnitude below the standard. If one had a serious pollution problem
with firms reluctant to install controls, it would appear essential to make many
direct measurements of discharge rates so that the extent and frequency of viola-
tions could be determined. Thus, a vigorous program of standards should have
similar data requirements to an effluent charge. If the data collected is meager,
the program can have little direct effect, whether regulation is by effluent
standard or an effluent charge.
While it is certainly true that imposition of an effluent charge does not
guarantee a particular environmental result, in fairness one must admit that a
specific emission standard does not guarantee an environmental result either.
Legislation and regulation have promulgated myriads of emission standards that
are not being met although the time for compliance has long past. Such standards
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Unfortunately, I walked out of my office with the wrong comments.
I am going to give this talk anyway, because I think it is applicable to
what is going on here.
It is evident that many of you cannot get to the water conveniently
because of the cars blocking the main street. You havetaken many
precautions and tried a number of remedies, but they are not working
well from what you see. I would like to talk more directly to some of
the issues.
Parking is basically pollution — it pollutes the street with
vehicles you do not want. In much the same way as water pollution
controls, you have chosen a number of remedies that do not work very
well. You have set up a permit system, not unlike the NPDES program in
the United States, which essentially is cumbersome and involves a great
deal of litigation. You have set up controls similar to the 208 area—
wide waste water program to control future parking in the region. But
it too is bound and troubled with uncertainties and it does not seem
like it is ever going to work.
Your case law does not support you either. Long ago it was decided
that every person seems to have a right to park (as long as there is no
contravening statute). However, your nuisance law — which you have just
about forgotten about, and which is largely disregarded — seems to give
you authority over parking, notwithstanding that right to park, providing
you can prove some public interest. There is even an old case in your
jurisdiction which essentially says that under nuisance law youcan bar
a funeral home or some other thing that bothers people, notwithstanding
the fact that you could not prove that there was a specific relation to
health or other damage to the community. What are you doing about
parking with respect to that particular old case?
You certainly have not done very well, but there are many things
you can do. You do not have a million parkers illegally parking as they
do in New York City.
You could very easily set up some sort of an
administrative tribunal, or some sort of alternative that was based on
why people were still illegally parking, what potential remedies were
for illegal parking,









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































parking. Like the pollution agencies, drop your police—like coersion.


















and to the needs of the businessman to have the parkers nearby.
DANIEL CIONA:
I am going to bring out four points which I think represent the
municipal viewpoint. All four points are covered in papers.
* Brackets indicate editor's notes and sections which were clarified.
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 Waste, garbage or whatever you want to call it, is probably the key
item we should dwell up on in the future.
From everybody's point
of View: from the individual family unit, the municipality, federal,
provincial, what have you; the less waste we generate, the less waste we
have to get rid of.
This is one of the physical methods that Bower
advocated in his paper.
The law is not very kind to a private person, private individual,
private company when it is in disagreement with the law.
Time and time
again if you take a contravenor to court, the public body is always at
the short end of the stick.
Estrin highlighted that in his paper; I do
not have to dwell on it.
It is very important, and something else that
has to be dwelt on in the future.
Each individual tax payer not only
has to look after his own waste, his water rates, sewer rates, garbage
rates - right down the line — he has to contribute to the public purse,
which then looks after the provincial/state waste.
Then on top of that,
he has to contribute over and above that to try to get rid of industrial
waste through subsidies, law
enforcement and various other means.
John
Q. Taxpayer is at the very bottom of the list.
In the Dewees paper, one point I would like to highlight, and refer
to from a municipal viewpoint is this:
municipalities are always, or at
least usually, looked upon as culprits because we do not identify with
enforcement standards.
One of the reasons we do not is that when there
is some industry, some organization that has gone over the limit, we
have to do some arm—twisting, use moral suasion, or threaten, or we
cannot get compliance.
This is why I would
highlightthe effluent
charge as being one major possibility to use to try to get particular
polluters into line. [With charges, we would need to use a lot less
pressure].
In his paper, Haynes mentions penalties in proportion to financial [
savings and court orders to supervise a judgment in reducing or rectifying
a pollution hazard.
These seem to be serious methods that should be
addressed. The judge [Haynes referred to] is quite different from all
the other judges I have run into. It seems [that his finding in applying
the Michigan Environmental Protection Act to the operation of a sewage
treatment plant contradicts my point of view.]
But notice who was the
contravening party in that case; it was a municipality.
If you found
that the contravening party was a private corporation, private citizen
or what haveyou, things would be quite different, I am sure.
DR. MITCHELL ZAVON:
It is very easy to draw mistaken conclusions. When I walked in, I
came to the immediate conclusion that to be a proper lawyer, you had to
wear a vest. If you were wearing a vest, you obviously were a lawyer.
Then I found that one of my colleagues here was wearing a vest, and was
not a lawyer.
Obviously my conclusion was in error.
I think this is








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 I would like to pose three (3) questions in closing:
(1) Who and what are we protecting?
(2) Laws and regulations enacted without near—term feedback are
more often than not wasteful and misdirected. How can we
build in correction?
(3) How do we ensure that the biota is safeguarded without making
a fetish of control for control's sake?
COLIN Mac FARLANE:
Let me offer my praise to the authors of the papers that have
been presented. It is abundantly clear that the arguments have been
carefully wrought and well presented. I want to single out for special
notice the paper given by David Estrin: "Pollution Abatement: Some
Observations on Political and Legal Realities". I cannot recollect a
more thoughtful or a more lucid discussion of the frailties of our
political and legal systems as they affect environmental matters.
I must admit that my experienceof the courts has sometimes left me
bewildered and cynical. I was prone to paraphrase Peter Finlay Dunne's
views of laws made during America's Gilded Age: "Laws that appear to
you and me to be a stout brick wall of defense turn out to be a trium—
phal arch for the lawyers". On reflection, I now realize that the
courts and politics change relatively slowly and only reluctantly do
they relinquish habits and rules which have been associated with past
success.
I have noticed a tendency in the speakers to associate environ—
mental concern exclusively with the discharge of toxic materials.
There can be no doubt that toxic materials command prime attention,
but too narrow a range of environmental interest will fail utterly to
accommodate the public's View of pollution. It has been my experience
that the public seeks to remedy those matters that offend the locally
prevailing sense of propriety.
Health commands a more or less uniform respect in North America.
However, the public proprieties encompass many conditions that offend
the senses without any clear offence to health. I am thinking of the
sight of algae in a recreational lake, the smell of a meat packing
plant, or the noise of passing trains. The degree of offences that
these create vary dramatically from town to town and from time to
time. This variability posses a nice question. Should economic
sanctions on pollution be tailored to local feelings? Whether we like
it or not, it is fairly certain that a court's view will be markedly










water pollution, made by urban (as contrasted with industrial)
activities, is taking on a much greater significance than most of us
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 had really recognized. For example, it is beginning to be noted that
street dust is often not only a predominating source of airborne
particles, but it can also have a very marked effect on the discharge
of waterborne solids and oxygen demanding materials into waters.
Those who deal with both industry and municipalities, willimmediately
recognize that we tend to deal with municipalities with a great deal
more sympathy for financial burdens than we do industry. This is
implicit in the number of communities that are still without sewage
treatment plants in North America.
I will leave aside the matter of land use planning which I
feel is a major weapon in provident environmental management. Never—





ADMIRAL JAMES GRACEY: I had a concern about the Japanese system
[compensation to victims]. As I understand it, we feel that if we just
find some way to pay those who have been harmed by the pollution, it is
okay to pollute. It seems to me that is kind of like saying we really
do not have a gas shortage, all we have is people who are unwilling to
sell it. It may be a short term solution, but it does not recognize the
long range problem.
JEFFREY HAYNES: [Let me] elaborate a bit on the Japanese system.
The compensation provision of that law dovetails with standard—setting.
One of the large questions involving that law now is the extent to which
the compensation not only acts, as a deterrent, but also allows dis-
chargers to engage in risk assessment for their pollution discharges.
The compensation system is not meant to supplant standards, but rather
to act as a supplement to them, just as the Michigan Act is not neces—
sarily supposed to supplant current regulatory standards but canact as
a supplement in enforcement as well as in standard-setting.
JONATHAN ELA: It seems to be that there has been one aspect that has
been somewhat neglected in the excellent presentations we have had.
That is the political context within which any mechanism is adopted. It
seems to me that the concept of regulation and standard—setting in
enforcement got a bit of a bum rap, because it is so easy to find where
it has failed. Perhaps part of the reason it has failed is not due to
the defects of the concept itself, but rather to the specific political
circumstances in which the actual Act was drafted, and the defects in
the draftsmanship that took place at that time —
I am thinking of 92—




a lack of political will to implement the
Act once it was passed.
Certainly, in spite of its cumbersomeness, I would think that 92-
500 would have been more effective
















































































































































































or amendments to the systems that we are working under now.
BLAIR BOWER: Clearly, in any society, if there is no political





































and permits which have been issued. The Environmental Protection
Agency has done an amazing job in one sense. [First,they got some
numbers. You may disagree with those numbers, as in some cases I have
to disagree with the numbers, but the numbers have been developed.
Second, on the basis of those numbers, in negotiating thousands of
permits.]
One of my questions is: to what extent do those permits as nego—
tiated actually (a) induce action; and, (b) provide sufficient reduction
in discharges to achieve the ambient environmental quality standards?
The Act has been implemented with emphasis on point source discharges.
Analysis shows very clearly that in many cases you are never going to
achieve the agreed upon and adopted ambient water quality standards by a
hundred percent reduction in point source discharge. We have concen—
trated, for at least to some extent political reasons and because of the
assumption that non point discharges are much more difficult to get at,
on point source discharges in the process of implementing 92—500 in the
United States.
Another point: any system for implementation required some set of
compliance monitoring and measuring and the application of sanctions.
This is just as true of effluent standards as it is of effluent charges.
One of the important differences between the two mechanisms, at least in
our context, is the problem of negotiating individual discharge permits.
If you look at the history in the United States, you find that this is
one of the most cumbersome parts of the process. It is where you have
another chance to get in and modify the objectives by the process of
local political negotiations.
In the case of effluent charges, where you might,as someone has
proposed, be looking at a regional context, not at the context of
individual discharges, I think there is a greater possibility for
reducing the play of powerful political forces. That conclusion is
based on behaviour patterns over a long period of time. I think it
remains to be seen whether that is true. [However,] if you look at tax
policies in the United States as they are established, say in metro—
politan areas, I think you will find there is a good case which can be
laid that where you expand the spacial purview of the decision~making
process, there is a greater chance of reducing the political potency of
even the General Motors Corporation.
DON DEWEES: I think the point that without the political will no
administrative system can succeed is an important one, and perhaps is
why retaining some private remedies of the type that David Estrin
talked about is important.
If the attorney general will not sue, and
the political environment has shifted away,





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
not been able to deal with pollution control, partly because private
rights to air and water have not been established in the past. We have
heard from the lawyers that the legal system, which is based very much
on private rights and private interests, has also not been able to cope.
The fact of the matter is that the legal system and the economic system
have evolved in tandem; both are centred around the importance of defen—
ding private interests; and both have been unable to cope with air and
water quality to any great extent.
Now, what do we hear from the economists? We hear that part of the
answer to the problem is to extend the applicability of the market
system and the guides of effluent charges to resolve pollution control.
I do not think we are hearing the same thing from the lawyers. What we
are hearing there is that we havegot to find means of giving expression
to public interest in the environment. There need not be disagreement
at this point. If we are just being told by the economists that effluent
charges are a useful means of enforcement, then we can reconcile that
kind of mechanism for enforcement with the public interest, however
defined and arrived at. On the other hand, economists often go a lot
further than just recommending charging schemes as a means of enforce—
ment. They recommend that economic calculus be used to determine the
desirable level of environmental quality. This is really leading up to
the question I want to ask, and that is, are the economists who have
spoken to us today really telling us that? Is this how far they want to
take an extension of the market, into actually having it determine, by
means of cost—benefit analysis and other such tools, the level of
environmental quality that we should be heading for? If so, I think
that is the point at which they will part company from the lawyers, and
I would like to have clarified, maybe by at least one of the lawyers or
one of the economists, whether I have been right in saying this is a
point of agreement or disagreement.
DON DEWEES: Let us look at the calculation that would be done for an
economist to be satisfied about perfect setting of effluent charges. It
requires an ability to estimate the benefits of pollution control in
dollar terms, and then taking the first derivative of that; in addition
he would be able to estimate the costs. I have looked at a lot of
pollution damage or pollution control benefit studies, and I do not







































































To do the perfect calculation the real question is, if we reduce the
discharge of a specific pollutant by 25%, by what percentage would the
incidence of a given disease be reduced, or the mass of fish in the

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































that we need some experience with before we decide to junk them. The
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments is one. I gave two other
examples [in my paper] that are still in a nascent stage. There is a
lot of study to be done with them.
Now to say something about lawyers. Lawyers come in at the end of
the process as they always have; protecting rights that have been in—
jured, and I would see that as a basic distinction between the econo—
mist's role and the lawyer's role.
DICK ROBBINS: We have enough quantified public health issues in our











































































































































































































































































































































































VIEWS ON THE ENVIRONMENT
by
Stephen Lewis*
I begin with an instructive little Indian proverb:
"The frog does not
Drink up




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































advantage, we are hazarding long—termeconomic insecurity. It just
doesn't make any sense.
The roll—call of persistent contaminants in Ontario's waters, or
those which we share with the U.S., now conveys an enveloping litany.
This is a knowledgeable audience, but let me remind you of some high—
lights.
* This speech was given by the Honorable Stephen Lewis, Member of the
Ontario Legislative Assembly, Leader of the Opposition, New Democratic








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































U.S. limit of 5 parts per million.
1973-74: the environmental scandal involving the Reserve
1975,
1975,
Mining Company and the violations of water discharge
permits for the western end of Lake Superior. The














































































































showing PCB levels of 10.9 ppm.
1975—76: American-Can of Canada Limited at Marathon exceeded,
regularly, the daily maximum emission levels of mercury
under the chlor-alkali regulations of the Canada Fisheries
Act. Discharge was into Peninsula Harbour, Lake Superior.
Charges were finally — albeit reluctantly - laid by Ontario























































































































































































































































































Mirex in Lake Ontario,
perch, white perch,
brown trout.








































September: U.S. Environmental Protection
of kepone in Lake Ontario Fish.
Agency confirms presence
consumption of pickerel



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1977, February: Minister of the Environment announces that arsenic
is leaching into ground water from abandoned mines in the Cobalt
area, and that arsenic has also been found in the Moira River.
As an ominous, if inexplicable, counterpoint to this increasing
tempo of water systems endangered, damaged, or destroyed, there were
frequent statements about evidence of mercury contamination in a dozen
different, and disparate lakes, large and small, all over Ontario,
without any obvious industrial sources. Pushed to explain, the Hon.
George Kerr, Minister of the Environment, said in committee, last
November 29th, with a kind of sardonic exasperation: "I was handeda
note here that Dr. Jemelow, who is a Swedish expert, says there are
100,000 metric tons per year of mercury descending on the earth's
surface throughde—gasification of the earth's crust. We may be figh—
ting a losing battle here. Who knows?"
Oh yes indeed, and isn't it truly wondrous how so much of that
degasified mercury finds its way unerringly into Ontario. Perhaps the
I.J.C. should take a look at the C.I.A.
I have produced this list — terribly partial in its scope — primarily
to emphasize that more battles are lost than won in the restoration of
water as an undefiled resource. The job ahead is really quite awesome,
not to say frightening. The I.J.C., in its own documents, talks of the
nearly two thousand new chemicals released into the environment in the
last couple of years alone — chemicals for whom the consequences are as
yet unknown to scientists, public, or government.
In your Great Lakes Water Quality Annual Report, within the chapter
titled "Toxic andHazardous Polluting Substances", you rattle off PCBs,
mercury, DDT, dieldrin, Mirex, chlordane, HCB, phthalates, cadmium,
arsenic, zinc, lead, and nickel, as substances with higher or lower
concentrations in various sediments of the Great Lake systems, and with
the obvious capacity to "accumulate in food chains to the detriment of
human health and aquatic ecosystems."
Things have gone so far that unlikely and bizarre touches now
illumine the scientific studies which chronicle declines in water
quality. Imagine herring gulls from Pigeon Island in Lake Ontario found
to contain residues of fifteen organochlorine compounds and fourteen
polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon compounds in their tissues.
It sounds more like science—fiction than bird—watching. Is it any
wonder that those gulls have significantly lower reproductive success?
And just how many of these chemical compounds will turn out one day to
be carcinogens — carcinogens to which humans are susceptible?
Politicians need not be defeated by the information which surrounds
us: but nor can we be either sanguine or optimistic. Let me speak from
the experience of Ontario.
98
Last July, at the IJC annual meeting, Mr. George Kerr talked
fulsomely of Ontario's progress in cleaning up the Great Lakes. And in
comparative terms, he's right. Our record or response is, I think,
better than several of the U.S. jurisdictions, and does provide for some
patriotic chest—thumping. Mr. Kerr pointed out that we have now spent












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The data which substantiates government neglect is now available
for all to see. Studies were done in 1970, and again in 1975, to
examine, scrupulously, the extent to which the mutually—negotiated
targets had been achieved. The studies look particularly at changes in
suspended solids and 5—day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD5). For those
who may read this speech, but are untutored in the intricacies (as I am)
of environmental standards, I should add that these are only two of
several indicators of water quality, and say nothing about heavy metals
or other toxic contaminants. They are, however, crucial. Suspended
solids coat the bottoms of rivers and lakes, smother aquatic plants and
animals, destroy fish habitat, and impair the aesthetic qualities of
receiving waterways. Decomposition of organic materials can so deplete
the oxygen supply in waters as to threaten the very survival of aquatic
plants and animals.
Looking at the two crucial indicators then, we find that of the 31
pulp and paper mills discharging directly into Ontario water courses, 28
have failed to meet the target for oxygen demand, and 25 have failed to
meet the target for suspended solids. Indeed, between 1970 and 1975,
conditions actually deterioratedin 12 of the 31 mills! It sounds to me
as though there's a lot more desecration than preservation at work in
Ontario waterways.
















































































































sometimes irreparable — as surely as if we owned the polluting companies.















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Section 32 "(1) Every municipality or person that discharges or
deposits or causes or permits the discharge or deposit of any
material of any kind into or in any well, lake, river, pond,
spring, stream, reservoir or other water or watercourse is guilty
of an offence and on summary conviction is liable on first con—
viction to a fine of not more than $5,000 and on each subsequent
conviction to a fine of not more than $10,000 or the imprisonment
for a term of not more than one year, or to both such fine and
imprisonment.”
The Environmental Protection Act says:
Section 5 (1) "No person shall deposit in, add to, emit or dis-
charge into the natural environment any contaminant, and no person
responsible for a source of contaminant shall permit the addition
to, emission or discharge into the natural environment of any
contaminant from the source of contaminant, in an amount, con—
centration of level in excess of that prescribed by the regulations."
SECtion l4 (1) "Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act or
the regulations, no person shall deposit, add, emit or discharge a
contaminant or cause or permit the deposit, addition, emission or
discharge of a contaminant into the natural environment that,
(a) causes or is likely to cause impairment of the quality of the
natural environment for any use that can be made of it;
(b) causes or is likely to cause injury or damage to property or
to plant or animal life;
(f) renders or is likely to render any property or plant or
animal life unfit for use by man."
So you see, it's all there if only we'd make use of it. In fact,
there's even more. The Minister also has the power to issue a 'stop
order', closing down the offending mill by way of ex parte injunction.
The trouble seems to be that there's just too much discretion. The
Minister and the Ministry leave themselves so much permissive leaway
that, for example, we're only now deciding what action to take in light
of the statistical data and information from which I quoted earlier,
based on 1975.
Again, Messrs. Donnan and Victor put it with admirable restraint:
"In principle, the Ministry of the Environment is able to enforce
its policy for pollution control by using the provisions for fines,
stop orders and control orders that were established by the Ontario
Water Resources Act. In practice, the Ministry has been reluctant
to utilize these powers of enforcement, preferring to seek the co—
operation of the companies concerned. This approach has met with










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 consequence if the government enforced its indefensible threshold limit
value of 2 fibres per cubic centimetre. The government dug its heels
in. The most recent readings for United Asbestos are among the best in
Canada, and in the greatest number of instances, well below the limits
set.
In the United States, recently, there was a positive furor when
OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) imposed a reduction
in the polyvinyl chloride TLV from ten parts to one part per million.
From Dow to Exxon, they prophesied a tattered balance—sheet. I was in
Washington just last week and learned that with rare exceptions every
industry is meeting the new standard with little discernible financial
impact.
That's what I mean by calling the bluff. You can negotiate your
way to eternity. At some point there has to be backbone.
Fifth, in Ontario we should seriously consider encouragement for
common law remedies. In the United States, such avenues are often
available. But here, in my home province, there are rugged obstacles to
a private suit being launched against a company for environmental
damage. It is by nomeans a solution; it may be a useful recourse.
When I began this lengthy address, I inclined toward the tentative.
It's obvious that positions harden in the process of exposition. Never—
theless, I still feel fairly cautious about some parts of the subject
matters, and still look forward to elaboration on future occasions.
However, the premise will not alter: the preservation of our water
resources is not some ephemeral abstraction. Defile those resources,
and people feel real consequences. You can see it in the faces of the
Lake Erie fishermen and in the eyes of native peoples at White Dog and
Grassy Narrows. You follow it in the decline of local tourist trades.
You know of it as chemical additives threaten a human tool, and you hear
of it every time the media reports the latest violation. And next
summer, some new beaches will be closed.
We've really taken the resource far too much for granted.
It's time to give our governments another significant jolt.
  
POINT SOURCES WORKSHOPS
On February 21, 1977, six discussion groups were formed to suggest
economic, legal, procedural and institutional mechanisms and policies
for abating pollution related to:
1. mining and mineral processing,
municipal sources,
pulp and paper,
chemical and chemical processing,
transportation, and
6. energy.










Each group was made up of 12 to 18 persons. At least one lawyer,
an economist, someone representing each level of government in Canada and
the United States, a citizen activist in the environment field, and one
person representing the point source under examination were part of the
group, aswere a group leader and an individual who recorded all the mecha—
nisms suggested.
The lists produced during the workshop sessions were cryptic.
Those
who participated were sent the list(s) from the workshop(s) they attended
and were asked to restate any of the policies and suggestions which they
thought required clarification.
From those responses, the lists on the
following pages were rewritten so that readers of these proceedings
would have a clearer idea of the meaning of the suggestions.
Participants' ideas are presented in random order on the next few
pages.
To the left of the listing, the top five priority alternatives













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































factors in their licencing decisions and provide for reversal
of these decisions if they do not.







































wasteful end uses; e.g. large autos.

















a more competitive market to determine prices.
Control runoff during construction.
Let producers prove reduction of emission and gain benefits;
tax power plant emissions at an expected level of emission and
reduce or rebate taxes if power plant can prove that emissions
are reduced below expected levels.
Require siting in area of minimum environmental impact.




















ash, sulfur sludges, waste water, etc.
Impose a moritorium on nuclear development until radioactive
waste management problems are solved.
Establish technical/scientific courts outside the existing






















Compare the costs and benefits of implementing conservation












Establish government—industry task forces on environment.
Require double hulls for new oil tankers used on the Great
Lakes in order to reduce environmental risks.
Restrict use of energy—intensive recreational equipment.
Eliminate sales tax exemptions for certain classes of vehicles;
e.g. farm equipment, trucks and commercial vehicles.
Legislate policies to implement energy conservation objectives.
Require independent assessments of emissions from power plants.
Abolish state licensing of approved sites and require only
federal licensing so that the "best" sites for plants can be
chosen, whatever the jurisdiction.
Encourage development of alternative or renewable energy sources














PULP AND PAPER INDUSTRY POLLUTION
Enforce existing authority at all government levels; set
provincial and state standards; establish firm schedules and
penalties, and conduct frequent monitoring.
Legally designate responsible government and industry decision
makers and provide for legal malfeasance charges against
public officials for failure of duty and also plant managers
for environmental harm.
Establish graded scale of effluent charges, increasing as the
amount and concentration of discharge increases, to be paid
into an environmental protection fund for subventions,
treatment facilities and compensation.
Increase coordination of land, air and water planning.
Inform and educate the public and involve them in establishing
ambient water quality objectives.
Tax polluting plants to the point of being non-competitive.
Standardize effluent regulations at the international level
to facilitate enforcement by jurisdictions and to ensure
that so—called "pollution havens” do not develop.
Examine the economic and financial consequences of action/
inaction by all government levels.
Limit total paper use in daily newspapers.
Promulgate regulations requiring plants to recycle a Z of
discharge.
Authorize (through legislation) citizen/public interest
group litigation in Canada.
Legislate full disclosure of industry financial status to
enforcement agencies.
Increase or institute industry surcharges for use of public
waste treatment facilities.
Increase public funds for research and development and demon—
strations of abatement technology and methods.
Institute automatic injunctions against discharges upon




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































enforcement orders to meet effluent standards.
Institute a formal hearing process whereby a discharger is
summoned to give reason why punitive action should not be
taken or to make a public commitment to eliminate or improve
unsuitable conditions within a specified time fram.
Impose severe penalties for "bad faith" violations.
Incorporate labour into management monitoring programs.
Legislate uniform quality control programs for data in all
Great Lakes Basin jurisdictions.




















desired environmental quality rather than based upon treatment
technology.
Impose surcharges on production, related to extent of pollution,











Provide sufficient personnel and equipment to carry out an
adequate international surveillance plan for the Great Lakes.
Perform separate hazard assessments and risk acceptability
analyses and render independent decisions.
Increase the governments' use of injunctive authorities.
Prohibit manufacture of chemicals designated as injurious to
health.
Remove various subsidies for the development of virgin
materials.
Require that the concept of impingement and ambient control
strategies be utilized when discharge permits or new or
modifications to discharging facilities are considered.
(Once a maximum loading is established, no new facilities can
be added if that maximum will thereby be exceeded.
Therefore, established discharges will have to reduce their
pollution in order to enable a new one to "impinge" upon their
alloted polluting discharge amounts.)
Require permits to impose strict, but realistic, time limits
for compliance; withhold permits for individual plants pending
compliance with approved plans; and strictly enforce penalties
for noncompliance.
Combine the planning function with other management functions,
but not with regulation.
Encourage each agency and jurisdiction to perform separate






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Resolve environmental questions prior to phased implementation
of winter navigation; shorten the navigation season; prohibit
highway and water transportation of petroleum or hazardous
materials in winter.
Require liability bonds adequate to cover costs of damages and
clean—up.
Conduct government—sponsored experiments in test areas with
differing mechanical and institutional controls to minimize
hazardous materials spills and their effects.
Revise national transport policies to:
a. encourage use of the transportation mode with the
least total environmental impact,
b. develop economic incentives for industry to develop
containers for various modes of commercial transport
which would minimize environmental risk and harm, and
c. develop multi-modal plans that optimize environmental
quality.
Improve vessel design and operation standards related to
transport of hazardous materials; require that better navigating
equipment be installed on all commercial vessels, including
foreign ships entering U.S. and Canadian harbors, and institute
inspections to insure government standards for installation
and operation are met.
Require individual permits for transporting any of a defined
group of hazardous substances and require any vessel trans-
porting hazardous materials to have an onboard contingency
plan to prevent and clean up spills.
Incorporate water quality planning and coastal zone management
planning in local and regional port planning.
Consider water quality damage and public health when setting
transportation regulations.
Establish effluent charges for vessel wastes.
Encourage use of energy efficient public transportation by
increasing funding of mass transit systems and providing modes
of public transit.
Assess penalties on spillers to cover the cost of clean-up













Institute federal economic incentives for building safer
containers, which would benefit and encourage private industry
to do research to develop safer containers for land and water
cargoes.
Require full containment of vessel waste within two miles of
shore.
Provide government incentives for reclaiming materials in
autos.
Institute universal no discharge standards for all vessels on
the Great Lakes.
Reward individuals who report spills. (Does not apply to those
required by law to do so.)
Require or encourage faster road building to minimize erosion
and sedimentation.
Establish bilateral water quality standards for Great Lakes
Region.
Encourage fuel efficiency, development of cleaner fuels and
use of renewable energy sources.
Standardize and improve methods of vessel traffic control,







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Legislate a term for review of standards (i.e. every 5 years)
and the methods of enforcing them.
Establish mass limits for total 802 emissions, by region and
by facility.
Clarify body of law on long range transportation of atmospheric
pollutants.
Establish Science Court to decide technical disputes between
companies and enforcement agencies.
Establish performance bonds for period of operation.
Design and fund an economic study of the mining industry
similar to the study of the pulp and paper industry by
Donnan and Victor.
Replace discharge objectives with legally enforceable standards.
(Canada)
If meeting standards is not immediately feasible, then set
acceptable discharges rather than acceptable procedures or
equipment.
Analyze local economic and social impact of current laws.

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































reduction of waste, penalties against waste, for a few. There was a
section of ideas on environmental design, pollution taxes in various
forms, and there was a third section which was really on siting and
better use of siting and energy: for example, district heating from a
power plant rather than just have the plant throw its waste into the
lake. Maybe we should be concerned about local jurisdiction over plant
siting, and maybe we should look at much broader regional decision—
making on plant siting. I think that is possibly more of a problem in
the United States than in Canada. In Canada we are talking about a few
sites with verylarge numbers of individual reactors, 12,000 megawatts
or 8,000 megawatts type sites, and this really removes the possibility
of using the total energy produced by the plant, the electrical energy
and the waste heat, and I think that it overlaps with the problem that
was raised by Commissioner Ross, that is, who is really making the
decisions, are the decisions general enough, and are they broad enough
when choosing sites?
ROBERT CARTER: I have a controversial proposal [from the MUNICIPAL
session]: eliminate grants to municipalities. They have been getting by
with murder for years [because grants enable them to charge] low, low
rates [for water and sewage treatment.] I think it is time they learned
that they too have to pay for wastes, and not expect only industry to
pay for theirs. Every place that I have gone and talked about the need
to do something at the municipal level, even when they are paying two





































































































hanisms would be best for their jurisdictions.
If the mechanisms ranked highest by topic workshop members on the









































additional ideas. The lists which resulted then were ranked.









































Establish flexible energy pricing to encourage conservation.
Assess effluent charges on all emissions from power plants.
Require reduced energy use by transportation through provision
of public transit.
Require maximum use of transmission facilities and corridors.
Provide tax reductions for energy conservation.
Establish federal energy policy instead of using various
changing energy strategies.
Provide more funding for energy research and development.
Legislate energy conservation objectives.
Consider imposing moratorium on nuclear power plants until
problems of waste disposal are solved.
Encourage use of renewable energy sources through subsidies
and code changes.
Establish marginal cost pricing for energy.
Develop minimum efficiency standards for energy consuming
products.
Regulate power development further by:
a. making environmental assessment mandatory,
b. incorporating environmental standards in licensing
procedures, and
c. requiring siting in areas of least environmental impact.
Remove price controls on oil and gas.
Pulp and Paper
Enforce existing authority under established laws and regu—
lations by:
a. setting standards,
b. establishing firm schedules and penalties for not meeting
them, and
c. conducting frequent monitoring.
Increase accountability by:
a. identifying and publicizing government and industry decision
makers,,
b. providing for malfeasance charges against public officials for
failure to carry out duties, and
c. providing for malfeasance charges against plant managers for
environmental harm.
Establish graded effluent charges paid into an environmental
protection fund.
Coordinate land, air and water use planning.
Establish ambient water quality objectives with increased public
participation and education.
Standardize effluent regulation at international level.
Restrict all government purchases to complying mills.
Authorize citizen/public interest group litigation in Canada.
Encourage secondary materials use.
Reduce discretionary powers of enforcement agencies.
Appoint a resource auditor general.
Provide morepublic funds for research and development and






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and minimization of municipal wastes.
































































Improve vessel design and operations standards.
Resolve environmental questions prior to phased implementation
of winter navigation and shorten the navigation season.
Require individual permits for transporting a defined group
of hazardous substances.
Coordinate and require local port and land planning to protect
water quality, water use and coastal zone management goals.
Reverse national transport policy to encourage use of clean
transport; that is, use the mode with the least environmental
impact for a given cargo and employ multi—modal planning.
Increase public transport.
Establish uniform water quality standards for Great Lakes
Region.
Require contingencyplans for transportation of hazardous
wastes.
Prohibit port entry to flags of convenience.
Include standards for vessel wastes in requirements for
vessel design and operations.
Require an insurance bond liability for all carriers and
handlers of hazardous materials.
Provide necessary equipment for clean—up under international
contingency measures.
Mining and Mineral Processing
 
Encourage good management practices by:
a. requiring posting of bonds to ensure rehabitation,
b. requiring containment of tailings, and
c. providing economic incentives for reuse of "wastes".
Apply Environmental Assessment Act (Ontario) or require environmental
impact statement for new and expanded facilities and
include:
a. determining public attitude toward facilities, and
b. requiring bilateral planning for coal processing.
Provide time related economic incentives including:
a. tying prescribed fines and penalties in statutes to
determine time schedules, and
b. providing economic incentives for effluent reduction.
Tie effluent charges to permits.
Limit discretionary powers of regulators.
Clarify agency roles in the uranium—nuclear industry.
Enhance economic benefit of reclaimed materials by providing
reuse incentives.
Clarify international law on long range transportation of
atmospheric pollutants.


























































































































































Integrate power plants and urban areas.
Develop inverted price structure for industry.
Improve government land use guidelines.
Reduce total demand by tax of end use.
Remove price control on energy (oil and gas).




































































































waste management is acceptable.
















































































































































































































































































Appoint resource auditor general.






































































Chemical and Chemical Processing Pollution
 
Require discharger to fully characterize his waste and provide data.
Enforce federal Toxic Substances Law with premarket testing
proportional to persistence.
Require proof of harmless nature of discharge from discharger;
not proof of harmful nature from "harmed".






































































































































































































































Reduce quantity of effluent.
Improve standard of storm—water drainage systems.



















































































encourage secondary use for energy development, etc.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Require reclamation not restoration.
























V 2. Maximize use of transportation facilities and corridors.
I 3. Establish flexible energy pricing to encourage conservation.
4. Assess effluent charges for power plant emissions.
IV 5. Provide tax reductions for conservation.
6. Incorporate environmental standards in the licensing process.
7. Pass an Energy Assessment Act.
8. Place a moratorium on nuclear power development untilwaste
management problems are solved.
II 9. Encourage renewableenergy subsidies code.
10. Remove price controls on gas and oil.
11. Improve government land use guidelines.














































c. conducting frequent monitoring.
V 2. Increase accountability by:
a. identifying government and industry decision makers,
b. providing for malfeasance charges against public officials







































































































public participation and education.







































































































































Impose charges such as:













































































education about the decision making process.




































































































































































































































































































































Provide incentives to improve garbage disposal.










Improve vessel design and operations standards.
Resolve environmentalquestions prior to phased implementation
of winter navigation and shorten the navigation season.
Require individual permits for transporting a defined group
of hazardous substances.
Coordinate and require local port and land planning to protect
water quality, water use and coastal zone management goals.
Reverse national transport policy to encourage use of clean
transport; that is, use the mode with the least environmental
impact for a given cargo and employ multi—modal planning.
Impose effluent charges.
Develop spill penalties which exceed the cost of damages.
Raise gas prices.
Mining and Mineral Processing
 
Encourage good management practices by:
a. requiring posting of bonds to ensure rehabilitation,
b. requiring containment of tailings, and
c. providing economic incentives for reuse of "wastes".
Apply Environmental Assessment Act or require environmental
impact statement broadly to new and expanded facilities and
include:
a. determining public attitude toward facilities, and
b. requiring bilateral planning for coal processing.
Provide time related economic incentives including:
a. tying prescribed fines and penalties in statutes to
definitive time schedules,
b. providing economic incentives for effluent reduction, and
c. tying effluent charges to permits.
Limit discretionary powers of regulators.
Inventory pollution sources and types.
Develop and use public information/involvement mechanisms
in standard setting.
Identify environmentally sensitive areas.
Change rules of standing and burden of proof requirements.
Establish a system with net economic benefits provided for





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Use severe penalties for bad faith violations.


















Require proof of treatability of wastes before manufacturing
proceeds.
Require instream bioassays be performed by independant consultants
to determine toxicity of products and wastes produced to aquatic
life.
Establish criminal law penalties for deliberate or flagrant
violations.
Use monetary mitigation with enforcement orders to meet effluent
standards.
Provide a surveillance plan and sufficient personnel and equipment
to carry it out.
Develop and enforce strict, realistic compliance schedules.
Separate, require and render independent hazard assessment
and risk acceptability decisions.
Establish centralized waste disposal facilities on a state or
regional basis.
Ban phosphates in detergents.
Municipal
Establish co—ordinated regional planning for provision of waste
treatment services to include:
a. using sewer extension as a growth control mechanism,
b. determining environmental goals at best cost, and
c. correlating development goals with environmental goals.
Establish effluent charges with a sliding scale tied to a
discharge system and/or stream standards.
Reduce quantity of effluent.
Improve standard of stormwater drainage systems by:
a. using an incentive system, and
b. establishing stormwater and combined sewer discharge
charge system.
Establish more stringent standards for specified pollutants.
Enforce existing laws against municipalities. 1
Implement the same discharge system as applies to industry
to municipalities.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































AMERICA'S GREAT LAKES PROGRAM: THE BUREAUCRATIC MESS IN THE U.S.
by
UNITED STATES SENATOR GAYLORD NELSON*
The United States is making disappointingly slow progress in its
fight to protect and enhance the water quality of the Great Lakes. In
the U.S., programs to upgrade and protect the environmental quality of
the Great Lakes have, in my judgement, been weak, misdirected, and often
times non—existent. Simply put, the programs and policies America has
adopted over the last ten years to save this magnificent and unique
natural resource may be accurately describedas "the bureaucratic mess
in the U.S."
Seventy—one percent of the world's surface is water. Less than one
one—hundredth of this is fresh water. And the Great Lakes contain
20 percent of this fresh water. The world's largest body of fresh
water, a series of five great lakes that contain over 65 trillion
gallons of water, continues to be degraded by man. Until very recently,
we have had absolutely no idea what the long—term adverse, ecological
consequences of this continued pollution will be on the biotic life
support systems of the Lakes. Now we are beginning to get glimmers of
understanding.
Over the course of the last 150 years, all the problems that have
plagued the Lakes have been the direct result of man's ignorant tinkering
with a massive ecosystem. Municipal and industrial discharges of raw or
partially treated effluent continue to pollute some of the cleanest
water in the world. Agricultural runoff and large amounts of phosphorus
accelerate the Lakes' natural aging processes. Toxic substances and
pesticides poison the Lakes' fish, food chain, bottom sediments, and
finally, the human population using the resource. Shipping contaminates
the water with oil and sewage. The opening of the Welland Canal in—
troduced exotic species, the lamprey and alewife, into the Lakes that
have caused massive changes in the ecosystems of the Lakes. Reserve
Mining continues to dump 67,000 tons of taconite tailings a day into
Lake Superior despite strong scientific evidence that the ingestion of
these tailings cause cancer. The residents of the north shore are now
drinking specially filtered water while the Federal Government rushes to
install advanced water treatment facilities to purify these communities'
water supplies. Moreover, the Corps of Engineers' proposed extension of
the winter navigation season raises the most fundamental questions of
long—term adverse environmental impact. What is the impact of the
Corps' ice cover removal program? Will the heating of the water disrupt
of alter fish reproduction cycles? What are the impacts on the entire
Lake ecosystem? The Corps has no answers to these questions. We must
know beforeany expansion of the navigation season is authorized.
* This speech was prepared for presentation by Senator Nelson. However,
due to pressing requirements of the Senate Ethics Committee, the Senator
was unable to give his talk. Mr. Jeffery Nedelman, his environmental
aide, read this speech at the February 21, 1977 dinner.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 However, these basic ecological lessons appear to have gone unlearned.
Man has caused the problems. Man must have the will to save the Lakes.
There is no one else to do the job.
The legal obligations of my country are clear and concise. Two
international agreements concerning the Great Lakes have been negotiated.
The 1909 Treaty and the 1972 Agreement place responsibilities on each
country to protect and enhance the water quality of the Lakes. The 1972
Agreement deals exclusively with various aspects of water quality.
Objectives were established; goals and timetables were set. Unfortunately,
many of these goals have been subsequently ignored by both countries.
As a U.S. Senator representing a State that borders on two of the
Lakes, Superior and Michigan, I am not proud to tell you this evening
that the U.S. has not done its share in meeting its moral and legal
obligations. I am not proud to tell you the Lakes have been victims of
federal neglect and shortsightedness. However, I will tell you that
things are not going to remain the same. I intend to introduce a major
legislative program that will change the way my Government views the
Great Lakes.
The roots of the second problem, the failure of the EPA to establish
a viable research program, once again lie with the misplaced priorities
of the past Administrations.
In 1972, the Congress gave the EPA rather broad authority to establish
a viable and meaningful research program for the Great Lakes. Section
104(f) of the 1972 Water Pollution Control Act Amendments specially
establishes a Great Lakes research program. However, it seems to be
based on determining impact, not understanding how the Lakes work.
Only a small amount of work has been funded under this statutory
authority——it is a skeleton program. The intent of the Congress in
drafting a specific research program for the Great Lakes seems to have
been lost by the Washington EPA policymakers. According to the FY'78
budget submitted by the Ford Administration, the ongoing bare bones
research effort will be cut by nearly 40 percent.
We know relatively little about the ecology of the Lakes. Yet,
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 In order to assess the non—structural planning and control alter—
natives which will arrive at the most acceptable solution, it is nece—
ssary to simulate alternative land use, development, and control sce—
narios. This can best be illustrated by the relatively simple example
of Owasco Lake, New York, one of the Finger Lakes in Cayuga County, New
York. This lake serves as the primary water supply source for approxi—
mately 55,000 people, and in addition, serves as an important recreation
site for boating, swimming, fishing, hiking, etc. The general design
for the study of non—point water pollution in this basin is shown in
Figure 1. New development in the basin is primarily limited to resi—
dential development. The lake itself is long and narrow with a re—
latively simple circulation pattern and a measured inflow and outflow
rate. These factors combine to make the analysis of non—point pollution
much simpler than that around the Great Lakes where a complex mixture of
land uses and large daily, seasonal, and annual variations in lake
circulation make any analysis much more complicated. However, the
general approach would remain the same in this situation.
As Figure 1 illustrates, the study of Owasco Lake involved a study
of septic system, erosion, and runoff nutrient contributions to Owasco
Lake. Different development scenarios were simulated utilizing field
data, published information, and several available models of soil loss,
runoff, and lake eutrophication.5 Tables 1—5 are illustrative of the
results of the analysis. Here one can see the contrasting impacts of
the development of high versus low slope areas and of dispersed develop—
ment (Tables l—3) versus concentrated development (Tables 4 and 5).
IMPLICATIONS FOR CONTROL OF NON—POINT SOURCES
 
The results of the above analysis are illustrative of the con—
sequences of different control and management strategies for minimizing
non-point water pollution in urban and urbanizing areas. Essentially,
there are three major (not mutually exclusive) implementable sets of
regulations:
1) Land Use Controls — Establish zoning and subdivision
regulations which define environmentally sensitive areas and
establish limitations to the types and intensities of develop—
ment on these areas.
(5) The detailed discussion of these models is beyond the scope
of this paper. The reader is referred to E. Joe Middlebrooks (ed.)
Modeling the Eutrophication Process, Proceedings of a Workshop held
at Utah State Univ. Logan, Utah: Utah Water Research Laboratory,
Nov. 1973, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation
Service, S.C.S. Handbook 282, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government,
1965; USDA., SCS., National Engineering Handbook, Section 4, Hydrology,







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.02 0 0 0
1.41 0.466 207115 417788









2.30 1.759 780770 1951924





RUNOFF AND PHOSPHORUS IMPACT OF MAXIMUM
DEVELOPMENT IN OWASCO LAKE BASIN
SCENARIO 1





(inches) (Acre Feet @ 0.36 mg/l @ 0,90 mg/l
1.02 0 0 0
1.41 0.466 207115 517788
1.61 0.725 321573 803934
1.90 1.138 505524 1263811
2.10 1.345 596819 1492047
2.30 1.603 711277 1778193

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2) Land Acquisition — Acquisition of the most sensitive
areas such as wetlands for public recreation and
wildlife uses. Here programs such as the New York
State Wetland Requisition and Reclamation program
can be useful.
3) Performance Controls and Structural Controls — Utilize
a mixture of performance controls and some small,
structurally related regulations. These include con—
struction performance controls such as requiring of
performance bonds, regulations on land clearing and
development practices, drainage ordinances, erosion
control ordinances, strict septic system controls,
and implementation of structural solutions such as
retention basins in sensitive areas.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In this paper we willdeal with several aspects of the development of
public policy directed at the reduction of non—point sources of water
pollution from agriculture. The paper is developed almost entirely
out of the work being completed at this time under a contract with the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.1
One of the difficulties in putting this paper together is the fact
that it is being completed just as the research project on which it is
based is being drawn to a close. Thus, new or revised information is
constantly being made available and striking the balance between waiting
for more relevant information and stopping to generate this paper is
more difficult than usual. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that
a flood of information relevant to this work is being produced by the
National Commission on Water Quality, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, universities, the International
Joint Commission, and others.
The paper begins with some comments on the physical nature of the
problem and the assumptions under which the paper is developed. This
commentary is followed by a section indicating the broad range of policy
alternatives available for consideration and a brief discussion of the
existing relevant institutions and laws. The next major section deals
with the acceptability of policy alternatives. This section includes a
discussion of a recent survey of farmer opinions, an analysis of the
impacts of some alternative policies at the cornbelt level of aggregation,
and sociological analyses of policy implementation. Another major
section deals with the equity aspects of alternative policies.
 
* Associate Professor, Department of Agricultural Economics,
Associate Director, Institute for Environmental Studies, University of
Illinois, Urbana—Champaign.
(1) Individuals active in this project include Staff: R.G.F. Spitze, D.M.
Gardner, J.C. VanEs, D.L. Uchtmann, S.K. Gove, E.R. Swanson, J.R. Karr,
K.L. Guntermann, C.R. Taylor; Professional Employee: M.E. Hay; and
Graduate Students: R.K. Petges, T.K. Clarke, L.C. Keasler, M. Nelson,
K.L. Frohbert, R.S. Hewett, D.L. McLaughlin, C.S. Turner, S.B. Cherry,
S.J. Raines, K.A. Olberts, I.J. Schlosser, and J.T. Hannon. A final
report is currently in preparation for submission to the U.S. EPA for
review, revision and publication. These individuals hold appointments in
the Agricultural Experiment Station, the College of Commerce, School of
Life Sciences, Institute of Government and Public Affairs or the Institute
for Environmental Studies.
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Physical Control Techniques
There are three types of decisions at the farm level that influence the
rate of soil loss: (a) tillage practices; (b) conservation practices; and (c)
cropping practices. Tillage practices include (1) the conventional moldboard
plowing, (fall or spring) seedbed preparation and planting; (2) numerous types
of reduced tillage operations such as chisel plowing; and (3) zero tillage.
Cropping practices refer to the rotation of crops, with corn and soybeans being
the most conducive to erosion and meadow or woodland the least. By combining










































The schematic in Figure 1 can be used to explain many of the wide range of
policy alternatives available to society. The schematic is a list of the five
components used in policy development. Theschematic includes instruments (I),
performance indicators (P), control techniques (C), compliance measures (M), and
temporary penalties (T). A number of combinations of these components can be
used to develop a wide range of policies.
Sediment control instruments specifythe various methods which can be used
to persuade farm operators to modify their operations to reduce soil losses.
Performance indicators are means of assessing the amount of damage occurring.


















dividual is conforming to the policy requirement. Temporary penalties are forms





















interest. Recent work carried out under this project suggests that greenbelts
may play a quite significant role in improving water quality. They will filter
sediment out of surface runoff waters and utilize plant nutrients in these

















capable of utilizing additional nutrients will develop. Ecosystems of this type
support the growth of desirable fish species. In this manner, the greenbelt is
not simply a means of controlling erosion on land near streams.
In the most general case the policy will include one or more of the ele—
ments from each category. However, it is possible to omit several. Perform—


















niques would not be specified in a policy which allowed the full range of choice.
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It is also quite possible, and in fact likely, that a policy would include
several items from a category.
For example, a policy may include education,
subsidy, and regulatory instruments. It could mandate a soil and water conser—
vation district to monitor the quantity of soil leaving agricultural land as a
means of assessing the performance of farmers in the area.
It could subsidize
certain practices while prohibiting others. A wide range of compliance measures
might be used.
Penalties may be invoked for certain activities but not others.
In fact, given the existing combination of federal, state, and local policies
in Iowa, farm operators in this state are operating under a legal framework
that closely approximates this example.
EXISTING SOIL CONSERVATION INSTITUTIONS
 
Public policies responding to problems of agricultural soil erosion origi-
nated in the early 19305.
Development of these policies slowly followed a ris-
ing national consciousness appearing in the early 19003 about the waste and ex—
haustion of the nation's natural resources.
Policies directed at conservation
of the timber and mineral resources emerged first under President Theodore
Roosevelt.
A quarter century later sufficient public awareness of the dramatic losses
due to soil erosion was stirred to precipitate agricultural soil conservation
policy.
This development was largely stimulated by persistent educational and
advocacy efforts of leaders such as Hugh H. Bennett.
The concerns were for
productive farm land, farm family livelihood, community economic viability,
flood damage, and reservoir capacity.
Water quality was a lesser concern.
It
was not by chance that the first important agricultural soil conservation policy
emerged in a period of unprecedented farm and nation-wide economic depression,
adverse weather conditions, crisis—bred social/institutional experimentation,
rapid public policy development, fear of diminished food-producing capacity, and
a time when a society held a strong agricultural fundamentalists' ideology.
Since the 1930s, the federal government has also, at times, used a variety
of control techniques to reduce the production of farm products in order to
"balance" product supply with demand at a more socially acceptable level of
prices and resulting producer income.
The soil bank was used to accomplish
this purpose in the late 19503. More recently production control has been
achieved through a policy of voluntary land retirement.
Producers were subsi—
dized to idle land by shifting from cr0p production to a cover crop. Although
not stipulated, economic forces led to the selection of the more marginal, ero—
sion—prone acreage to be idled.
Therefore, this policy also had the indirect
effect of increasing water quality, and would have a similar impact if used again.
The Federal Soil Conservation Service, the local Soil and Water Conserva-
tion Districts, and the Federal Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Ser—
vice are governmental agencies that were developed to address soil erosion con-
cerns and as such they need to be considered in the current policy analysis.
The Soil Conservation Service, developed in 1935 by consolidating several tem—
porary programs, is still in existence. It set a policy of providing planning,
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Figure 2. Major land resource areas of the corn belt.
 
sharing for terracing cropland; (3) 100% cost sharing for terracing along with
gross soil loss restricted to be not more than two tons per acre; (4) a tax on
gross soil loss of $4.00 per ton; (5) a restriction on the use of nitrogen of
50 pounds per acre; and (6) a nitrogen restriction of 100 pounds per acre.
Three frames of reference are provided for analyzing the effects of the
various non—point source controls. The first is a solution of the model with
the acreage of land chisel plowed unconstrained. The model shows that farmers
in the cornbelt would maximize profit by chisel plowing about 69 percent of the
cropland. For the second benchmark, chisel plowing was not allowed in the model.
Since chisel plowing has only recently been adopted, this second benchmark ap—
proximates the situation a few years ago. The third benchmark is a solution of
the model with the acreage tilled with a chisel plow constrained to be no larger
than about 28 percent of the land base. This approximates the current condition.
The model results are given in Table 1. Note that without chisel plowing
gross soil loss is slightly over 5 tons per acre while with chisel plowing al—
lowed it is about 3 tons per acre. With chisel plowing constrained to 28 per—
cent of the land base, gross soil loss is about 4.3 tons per acre. The model
therefore indicates that it is profitable for more of the land to be chisel
plowed and that adoption of this practice will reduce gross soil loss by up to
1.3 tons per acre, which amounts to 147 million tons for the cornbelt.
It is likely that each of these solutions is projecting a somewhat lower
level of soil loss than experienced in practice. While the benchmark solutions
indicate production of realistic quantities of the several crops, it is likely
that the model has allocated crops to producing areas in a more optimal fashion
than actual. That is, the model may have less row crops and more pasture on
sloping land (more row crops and less pasture on flat land) than observed.
There also may be problems with the chisel plow soil loss coefficients. The
coefficients are set assuming the practices are carried out in optimal fashion,
whereas in reality farmers may do more seed bed preparation than recommended.
It is also possible that the recent corn root worm concerns, pesticide carry
over possibilities, and the resulting extension service recommendations of com—





















Note that effects are measured in terms of departures from the benchmark























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 would be high for such a restriction), the cost to society of a two ton per acre
restriction is about $172 million annually. Expressed another way this amounts
to $1.54 per ton of reduction in soil loss from the unconstrained benchmark
solution. However, comparing the 2—ton soil loss restriction with unlimited
use of chisel plowing to the solution with restricted chisel plowing we find
that the cost to society in producers and consumer surplus is approximately
$70 million less than with the soil loss restriction. This implies that it is
possible to increase social welfare and reduce soil losses by more efficiently
organizing agricultural production.
The soil loss tax, while not a politically viable alternative, was consid—
ered because it is a theoretical norm of economists. From Table 1 it can be
seen that a $4.00 per ton tax would reduce gross soil loss to 0.91 tons per
acre. This tax costs producers $1008 million. Although the prices of corn and
soybeans increase slightly, the values of hay and pasture decline to result in a
net gain for consumers of $300 million. About $407 million in tax revenue would
be generated annually. The cost to society per ton of soil loss eliminated is
$1.37 annually. From society's viewpoint this policy is more desirable than the
two—ton restriction. From the viewpoint of producers it would be much less de—
sirable.
The full cost sharing arrangement does not impact on crop prices or land
values, but would cost the government $322 million annually to subsidize pro—
ducers to build and maintain terraces. This subsidization policy would reduce
gross soil loss to 2.41 tons per acre. Combining this subsidization policy with
a two—ton per acre restriction would reduce soil loss to 0.95 tons per acre.
The average cost of this subsidization plus restriction policy is $2.36 per ton
of soil loss eliminated.
To reduce soil loss from 3 tons under the optimal solution to about one
ton we therefore see that the soil loss tax is the most efficient policy from
society's viewpoint. This is closely followed by a per—acre restriction. These
policies would also be the most efficient means of moving from the actual present
levels of soil loss to a lower level. Either would encourage more rapid adoption
of the economically efficient chisel plow technique.
The relationship between tillage practices and pesticide use rates is in—
dicated. The quantity utilized increases as the number of acres chisel plowed.
Of course, since the rate of erosion decreases,it is not clear that the quanti-
ty lost to streams would be increased. The results also indicate that the rate




For the nitrogen policy, it was assumed that the per—acre rate would be re-
duced from a mean rate of about 140 pounds to a maximum of either 50 or 100
pounds (Table 2). It was further assumed that a restriction would apply to any
source of nitrates including those added by legumes. Since the precise relation—


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 . 3 . . . . . .
not been established there is presently no sound ba51s for restricting fertiliz—
er use to either level. The 50 and 100 pound levels were chosen to cover the
range of possible restrictions.
The 100 pound restriction reduced consumers' surplus by $321 million while
the 50 pound restriction reduced it by $3325 million. Producers' surplus in—
creased by $Zl million with the 100 pound restriction and by $2036 million with
the lower restriction. Producers' surplus increased with the restriction pri—
marily because of the inelastic nature of the demand for corn and soybeans.
Thus we see that a nitrogen fertilizer restriction, which would clearly be to
the disadvantage of an individual landowner if imposed only on his farm, would
be to his advantage if imposed in a large region.
Under the 50 pound restriction, corn acreage increased by 3.5 million acres.
But the higher acreage did not compensate for the reduction in per—acre yield.
Hence, the quantity produced wentdown by 478 million bushels and price went up
by 62 cents per—bushel. Although the restriction gave soybeans a comparative
advantage over corn, the increased pressure on the land base for corn production
increased the price of soybeans by 56 cents per bushel. The restriction reduced
the acreage of corn grown in rotation with soybeans or small grains; hence, in-
secticide expenditures increased by 11 percent.
The average nitrogen load on corn acreage decreased from a benchmark level
of 101 pounds per acre to 76 pounds per acre under the 100 pound restriction,
and to 49 pounds per acre under the 50 pound restriction. The load is below the
restriction level because the optimal nitrogen rate on some of the poorer land
is below the restriction level and thus the average is pulled down. The nitro—
gen load was reported in terms of corn acreage because the other crops do not
require substantial addition of nitrogen to the soil.
SOCIAL FACTORS
In addition to the analysis of the economic and institutional aspects,
sociological aspects were analyzed, primarily through a review of the available
literature. The review identified social factors which may aid in, or make
more difficult,the adoption of erosion control policies. The major concern was
with the administrative organization needed to carry out an effective policy.
The response of farmers and others in the community to the problem is the major
determinant of effectiveness. The manner in which farmers are made aware of the




It is assumed that a new policy can be most efficiently implemented by an






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































volvement of government in the farm decision—making.
Solution Implementation
 





































































































































































with water quality monitoring activities.



























































































































































































































































































































































Excellent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.0%
Adequate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..25.0%
Average . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.0%
Best under circumstances . . . . . . 35.0%
Should do better . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.0%
100%
A thorough analysis comparing farmers' self—description against their perception
of the fairness of the policies indicates that there is little relationship be-
tween the two.




















needed, both to maintain productivity and achieve water quality. A reasonable












































































number of farmers expect that it may be necessary to change crop rotations in
order to achieve reduced levels of erosion.
Table 3
FARMER ATTITUDES ON SOIL EROSION CONTROL
Yes Maybe Not Sure No TOTAL
























Can the amount of soil erosion































FARMER ESTIMATES OF EFFECTIVENESS OF PRACTICES
TO REDUCE SOIL EROSION
 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































possible to develop a "perfect" policy.
186
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analysis is bound to be disappointing, for economics necessarily has little 5
to offer in connection with three important questions: the "just" distribution 3
of income or wealth; the "correct" allocation of joint costs; and the "proper"
way of paying for bygones. These questions are important, but are not


















and experience of judges, accountants, priests and administrators may be
helpful.
The discussion is divided into four sections. After this Introduction,































































































































































constitutions or treaties to which they owe their existence.






























































































































































































































































   
Indeed, in current jargon, "market failure" is the technical term for
the uncontrolled economy's neglect of the spillovers of wastes from
production that degrade the environment. Market failure can be a dis—
mayingly technical subject, but in the case of pollution economics, its
main outlines are simple: pollution prevails precisely because markets
where victims might buy pollution—free surroundings fail even to exist.
There are two clear cut instances of this. The first missing market is
that for waste—material disposal. Because such waste—disposal media as
rivers and lakes are "common property" with open access, neither the
industrialist nor the citizen has been able to claim title. If they
could not claim title, they could not assert rights to exclude others or
to claim compensation for the use of "their" property. In particular,
the typical polluter, although at one time unchallenged in his waste—
discharging activities, could not charge rental either to other polluters
or to consumers of the media's capacities and amenities for the absorptive
capacity or the quality which "his" lake might offer.
Because utilization
of the medium could not be "rationed" among waste dischargers, or among
private citizens, he could not gain by making it cleaner, or lose by
making it dirtier.
The typical citizen was no better off.
Because he could not claim
property rights in the medium,
he could not charge a price to the
industrialist for the privilege of discharging wastes into it, or to his
fellow citizens for the right to use water for recreation and amenity.
The second missing market stems from the "public good" or "communal"
characteristics of the environment.
Water and landscape do not occur in
citizen—size chunks, but in indivisible blocks from which exclusion is
nearly impossible.
Such huge units provide amenity and recreation for
many citizens simultaneously,
without necessarily interfering with each
other's enjoyment.
Thus, whatever rights of enjoyment are possessed by












No individual's own actions can appreciably change
the total quality.
Consequently, the individualistic market cannot
obtain offers from sellers or buyers.
Each citizen is locked into a
situation where it does not pay to disclose what he or she is willing to
pay for a better environment,
or what he or she would charge someone for
the right to degrade the environment.





























market by creating ad hoc types of property right




















































































workable. The subsidy route has been followed chiefly in the attempt to
deal with organic wastes from point sources such as municipal sewage
systems and certain industries. Tsx rebates have been effective in
inducing firms to install abatement equipment. And certain faltering
attempts have been made to refine, and exploit, existing property rights,
especially in the courts in connection with nuisance, and even as
marketable items.
Thus the progress of economics in pollution matters has tended to
copy the pattern of economic generalization in all matters. One of the
most profound lessons in elementary economics is expounded in the opening
pages of any textbook. This is that the multitude of individual decisions
made in any economy about inputs and outputs can be boiled down to
answering three separate questions: What to produce? How to produce
it? and For whom is production carried on? The economic pollution
policies surveyed above answer these three questions about an economy
considering a water body: What goods and services (and how much of
each) are to be produced? How are they to be produced (and how much
waste does each method discharge)? For whom are these questions to be
answered (and who is to get the benefits of the lake's capacity and
amenities)?
In addition to these important three questions, the persistent
pollutants pose a fourth: When? These elusive and sometimes toxic
substances are known for various charcteristics, particularly that their
current ill effects do not seem to stem from identifiable points of
current waste disposal, run—off, or seepage. From the economist's point
of View, the most important implication of such a characteristic is that
they do no decay. They persist, recurring cyclically or unpredictably,
and build up not only in accumulations in water, silt and sludge, but






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The economic difficulty of managing persistent pollutants lies not,
therefore, in the absence of policy instruments, but in the complexity








































































ties inhabited by people with identical preferences and incomes. Each
community specializes in a local product. Each of the three products
has its particular waste, which is discharged into the lake.
Lake W, the first, is threatened by the discharge of floating
debris: each piece of this debris is a menace to the safe navigation of
some vessel or other until, within a few hours of its escape, the debris
is profitably salvaged and removed. The industries adjoining Lake X,
however, are different. They discharge a bacterial waste which, making
the lake unsuitable for water supply or recreation, damages the whole
community's enjoyment. Thus while the pollutant in Lake W is suffered























































































































until the harm experienced by the dischargers themselves is so great
that they decide to change their process, migrate, or go Out of business.
190
Assume now, realizing how markets have failed, that each community
decides to manage the quality of its own lake. Consider the differences
in economic and institutional advice to be given to the respective
managing agencies.
Several alternatives are available for Lake W. For example, the
community may adopt one of numerous suggested market—like schemes. One
of these would be to label each item of debris as to its source and then
to make each debris discharger fully liable for the damage imposed on an
individual vessel owner. The economic literature is full of discussions
of the merits of such institutional innovations, which work best when
the interests of each discharger and victim can be individually identified.
Failing this scheme, the government, after deciding itself on the
general maximum amount of floating debris, might endow the dischargers,
or members of the public, with marketable warrants that would permit
just the selected amount. Alternatively, the government could confine
pollution to the chosen level by a policy of taxing or subsidizing the
victims or the dischargers, as recommended by Pigou, or finally, by
simply regulating the dischargers or the vessel owners in their use of
the common—property lake.
But on Lake X, the workable policies are fewer. The market—like
scheme will not work, because the sources of pollution cannot be traced







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of discharge to an industry would be less than whatever are its alternatives,
and the cost to it of whatever it may decide to do will be lower than the offer
that it would receive from citizens not to discharge. If the effluent is
dangerous, this potential offer may reach very high levels, and grow exponentially.
Under these circumstances, even today's discounted value of the future value of




In the previous sectionI developed a set of policies for lakes with pollu-
tion problems. These policies were of increasing complexity, corresponding to
the increasing number of problems created when management attempts to deal with
common property, when lake characteristics are enjoyed as public goods, and,
finally, when its enjoyment must beallocated over time. In this section I will
examine the implications of these policies for the level and the rate of decline
of lake quality, starting with a no—management base case and concluding with a
finely—tuned set of inter-user and inter—temporal controls on the rate of discharge.
In each sub-section I also make some general predictions about the level or trend

























or risk—uncertainty, aspect of stock pollution. In the real world much simple
analysis of an economic nature may be inapplicable because none of the actors
knows what is going on. PCBs, as I understand it, were introduced to industry
because they are (among other qualities) chemically inert. Those who developed
them certainly did not anticipate that this inertness carried with it the threat
of environmental and health damage in the event of accidental spills and dis-
charges into the lake. We think we are better informed today, but much uncertainty
remains, at all stages of the production and waste-discharge sequence. Our know-
ledge of the amounts annually discharged, the amount accumulated in our lakes,
the eventual rate of decay, the possibility of new neutralisingor abating
techniques, and the intensity of future demands for receptive capacity and for
recreational resources are all incomplete. Recognising all this, I wish never-
theless to explore the subject on the presumption that our present knowledge is
all we will ever have. We must act as though we had complete certainty about
economic and environmental relationships. To develop this subject fully, it is
essential that someone attempt a game—theoretic approach to the best strategy
involved today on the opposite presumption: that time will reveal new relation-
ships, techniques and preferences. But that is not attempted here; the impli—
cations sketched below stem from an assumed "perfect knowledge".
194




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Whatever its source, the error was made by someone in the past. But the
past cannot now be reached. The error is a fact of history; it cannot be
erased. Neither can the past (or anyone who inhabited it) now transfer more
resources to any present use or person than was actually done at the time. If
justice or vengeance is sought, the most that can be done today is to cause
some near—future resource user, thought to be "responsible" for a past error,
to have less than was previously to have been allocated.
Such a change is merely a redistribution, a transfer. While its methods
of payment and of collection may have minor side—effects on incentives to work,
invest and pollute, we can in general regard it as neutral, having no impact
on the real programme of future production and waste discharge. To the economist,
a decision to make a transfer or to redistribute is not unimportant, bu£_hg§_ng
essential connection with the events that provoked it. It is not an input
necessary for an output. For example, a pension paid to a war veteran is a
transfer, not a necessary cost of war; its payment does not affect the past war
nor does it constrain any conceivable present or future allocation of labour,
material, or wastes. In such instances (apart from incentive effects), the
economist's skills enable him to take transfers as given uses of ideal social



























































posing, what is deserved, fair or just, are poorly developed.


















































































































































































































































 as the endeavour to make amends to victims of persistent pollutions for the errors
of past pollutant discharges. Generally, these victims will have suffered loss
of property, loss of livelihood and loss of health and vigour. It is not a
necessary payment for production; it is not promised prospectively for any volun—
tary individual action or sacrifice; but it is awarded gratuitously and retro-
spectively for involuntary suffering.
The amount of restitution that ought to be paid is not an economic question;
but economists may be able to help those who must make the decision. The
following notes may be helpful.
First, restitution cannot be entirely financed out of some fund of ill-
gotten or unexpected gains. Errors in plans cannot be likened to zero-sum games.
In such games, whatever the victims lose is balanced somewhere by a gain to some
other player; losses are just equal to gains. But when errors take place, the
whole pot becomes smaller than it might have been, and society as a whole is
worse off. Thus, although an error may (for example) incidentally diminish the
welfare of future users of disposal capacity or water quality, and benefit earlier
discharges or citizens, it should not be assumed that what has occurred has been
a simple transfer of quality or capacity across time periods. The fact that an
error has taken place means that the original management plan was not the optimum,
so that some loss of availability of water quality or capacity has occurred.
This loss will be a burden to someone and it will not be offset by an equal wind—
fall to someone else. Thus the economist's advice will be that if policy demands
that restitution bemade to victims, it should not be linked to funds to be
extracted from gainers.
Second, as to the precise amounts to be extracted from individualwinners
and paid to victims of errors, it will naturally occur to tax experts and lawyers
that, analogously with excess—profits and capital—gains taxation and legal
damage-suit procedures, governments might well start by attempting to cream off
whatever surpluses or windfalls the errors have created. Analogously, they may
attempt to estimate and pay the damages and losses that have resulted.
In particular cases of specific lakes or pollution episodes, these calcu—
lations may befeasible, although in general one must be skeptical. Pollution
after all plays a very small part in the lifetime flow of real income of most
people. Furthermore, waste disposal, even at very high prices, would not be a
major expense for most industries. Hence, for most polluters or victims the
amounts will be small, the valuations and implicit prices shadowy and unrecorded,
and different estimators' coefficient of variation around some rational true
value very large. But let us assume that the attempt is to be made. The legal
and accounting procedures already used in the civil courts, under expropriation






























































Third, while ordinary economics cannot help much in estimating individual
amounts,
one of its branches may, surprisingly, be of some assistance in estab—
lishing global totals.
I refer to the New Economic history.
Economic historians
have, especially recently, attempted to make estimates of the outcome of "counter—
factual" events.
They ask, "What would have been the economic result if the
Union Pacific Railway, or the CPR, had been delayed for ten years?"
Specialists
in related studies have by simulation or other calculation asked about the mag—
nitudes in the two North American economies "with" and "without" the Canadian
tariff on manufactured goods; the east-west direction of pipelines; the Alaska
oil and the McKenzie gas pipelines; and the Columbia River hydroelectric power
treaty.
Doubtless readers know of other exercises of this kind.
They form a
useful model for estimates on global controls on the amounts of negative, or
positive, restitution following errors in the management of persistent pollutants.
Fourth, in the special international situation on the Great Lakes, the
problem of calculating each nation's gains or losses from errors in managing
the build—up of persistent pollutants may be manageable, at least within the
range of an order of magnitude.
Instead of considering thousands of individuals,
the retrospective estimator need only recreate economic history for a bilateral
approach to an environment with zero discharge of PCBs or other persistent
dangerous pollutants.
Two questions: How much has each country gained? and
How much has it lost? can be estimated by comparing this recreated history with
the actual observable magnitudes.
An expert board to advise the IJC might be
able to converge on some approximations to these amounts.
But at that stage the economic advisor will wish to down his tools and move
on to something else.
Restitution of the gains and losses from genuine errors
is not pay for services, and it is not compensation for negligence or mal-
feasance.
It is not a concept to which ordinary ideas of justice, let alone
compensation, apply.
The professional economist may not oppose restitution, but
he must classify its amount as arbitrary, random, subjective, or unverifiable.
Its determination does not flow as a matter of logic from estimates of the gains
or losses from counter-factual (no-error) situations. Hence its assessment, he
may feel, is work for others: politicians, diplomats, priests, even pressure
groups, charitable foundations, or vigilantes and terrorists.
Restoration and Adjustment Expenditures
In these days of developed environmental consciousness, there is an extra-
ordinary flowering of ingenuity in inventing new ways to assist the environment
to recuperate from past errors. If past pollutants really are persistent, these
new ideas can take only two forms (three, if unrequited transfer payments to
victims are also included). The first are ideas for cleaning up the whole lake
itself: filtration, chemical neutralisation, harvesting of plants and animals in
which the pollutant is concentrated. The second are adjustment investments to
provide residents with new employments, water supplies, recreational sites, and
food sources. These may involveusing the lake in modified ways, or doing
without it altogether, treating it as a no—man's land or abandoned mine or
quarry, and going on to other things. Both are obviously extremely costly and
200
 indeed only partially feasible. Can economics suggest anything about the choice
between them?
Our advisor is now able to offer only two pieces of advice. Both are little
more than common sense.
The first is that in a developed countryside some combination of the two
types of investment, some partial restoration plus some adjustment investment,
is likely to be better than concentration on one of them only. A lake is an
integral part of a region's transportation, location and raw material system.
Attempting to make adjustments to its essentially abandoned condition would
necessitate huge privateand infrastructure investments. 0n the other hand,
attempting to rid one of the Great Lakes of a persistent pollutant sounds, to
a layman, like dumping costly resources into a bottomless hole. Instead, some
combination of each may be the least costly, or most productive, response to a
past error.
BlendinggRestoration and Restitution
We now return to the subject of transfer payments and restitutions. While
they may be arbitrary and unconstrained, they may have a role to play as a
complement to a programme of restoration and adjustment expenditures. When
past errors have been made, it may beunwise to make amends by specialising
activity either on a restitution scheme or on a restoration programme. A mixture
of the two may not only be more effective, but also help to keep outlays within
some constraint. For example, the potential existence of a restitution scheme
will enable planners to screen particular restoration or adjustment projects
by comparing such projects' special contributions to the general task of making
amends for past errors with that of simply spending its expected cost or making
ex gratia indemnification to today's victims of past errors.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 SUMMARY PRESENTATION OF ANTHONY SCOTT PAPER
CLIVE SOUTHY:
Let me start off quoting from the paper to get some feel for the
tone. The paper attempts to summarize for non—economists what little
economic analysis can contribute to policy formation for lakes that
are already saturated with permanent pollutants. This search for re—
levant analysis is bound to be disappointing, for economics necessarily
has little to offer in connection with three important questions:




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































year and the future years.
204
 That, then, is the first part of the paper. Using this analogy
of the mine, Dr. Scott then addresses himself to the kind of predictions





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































nature of the problem: the agricultural non—point source problem is
quite different from the standard pollution problem in that it involves
not only the immediate concern for control or prevention of a pollution
problem but also the long term social concern for maintaining the nation's



















is more complex for the farmer than it is for the developer of a sub—
division or for other construction activities.



























































































we found in a recent study that such combinations of components and

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































     
 




























































































































































































          
    
    
 






   























































































































































































































































 SUMMARY OF PRINCIPAL PROVISIONS OF STATE LAWS PROVIDING FOR
EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL
              
4;; “’“o 6
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Review and approve erosion and sediment










Assist county or other IocaI agency X X X
deveIop ordinances or reguIations
Adopt standards, criteria, guideIines x x
Adopt ruIes and reguIations x x
Perform enforcement functions10 x x x 12 X x x x 12
COUNTY,CITY,TONN, 0R TOWNSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES
Adcygt programs x x x x x
Review and approve pians I] X x x
Adopt ordinances x x x x x
Issue permits on basis of an aBproved pian X X 23 x x
Perform enforcement functions1 X x x x x x x x x
Issue ruIes and reguIations x x x
 
I-Authorities contained in Iaws and
reguIations
2—Acceptab1e pIan required at site of
activity
3—Erosion control practices may not be required
on Iands used for such purposes onIy
4-Exempte from permit requirements onIy
5—Except as to grading, excavating, or fiITing
6-Except in CaIvert County
7-Within city limits
8—Department of Fish and Game
9—Department of EnvironmentaI Resources
10-May include permits, inspection, compIaints,
vioIation procedures, fines, other IegaI
actions
IT-In municipaIities not within a district
IZ-Specia] provisions for emergency actions
I3-Environmenta1 Protection Agency
T4-Air and other resources
IS-Division of EnvironmentaI Protection of





I9-Persons engaged in agricuIturaI practices
who have agreement with a soiI conser—
vation district, wiII not be subject to
any site pIans, Tand use pIans, or per-
mits required under the Iaw, but wiII
be subject to enforcement procedures
after JuIy 1, I979.
20—Department of AgricuIture





25-AgricuIturaI Iand as described in the Iaw
26—Required where district determines that
an agricuIturaI Iand-distribing activity
is violating adopted standards
27-Permit issuing authorities must require
compIiance with district standards
28-Department of PubTic Works





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































    
(3) Solution implementation, wherein the use of mandatory programs
is discussed and a suggestion made that there might be some sort of
federal mandatory controls. This would, of course, gets us into the
very controversial issue of federal land use regulation. The alter—
native suggestion of controls at the state level would be more accep—
table. In fact, as already brought out, more than half the states now
have certain regulatory authority, and the fifteen laws dealing with
erosion and sediment control, to which I referred, provide various types
of enforcement procedures.
Several of these laws provide for a combi-
nation of enforcement,
through such means as fines and imprisonment,
to































































































farmers who would welcome the development of a conservation plan might









Those who are responsible for developing policy in this area would




(a) there is an
V
almost infinite number of policy alternative available;
(b) it should
'
be possible to set a national policy that does not have severe adverse
impacts on most farmers;
(c) there are several institutions in exis—
tence that could be used to carry out an effective policy;
and (d)
there are sufficient unknowns
that it will not be possible to develop a
"perfect" policy.
[Now I will make three points regarding Mr. Gordon's paper].
First, in urban non—point source pollution prevention and control,
it appears that, as in the case of agriculture related pollution, a
combination of control and prevention methods will probably be the most
effective.
These methods include land use controls such as zoning and
subdivision regulations, land acquisition, and performance and struc-
tural controls.
Second, Mr. Gordon states that most of the suggested controls are
enabled under the general police power of local governments by state
governments.
It is true
thatas a general rule most local governments,
such as municipalities and counties, do have adequate authority to adopt
the needed ordinances or regulations.
However,
there are some state
constitutions which limit the general powers of the local governments.
In those cases,
state legislation might be indicated.
In fact in the
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Land acquisition has also been used. We use this in many instances
in our municipalities to get rid of the waste we do not want anymore.
We have a waste—disposal programme, but it does not really work out
often as well as you might expect. Sometimes there haven't been very
happy results. A municipality has often said, "Hey, there's a nice big
swamp there, it's got a big hole, let's fill it up with waste." So we
find that a municipality will use a sensitive area to fill with garbage,
and since the water table is at the surface, we run into pollution
problems.
Performance controls and structural controls, on the other hand,
are usually set by the Provincial Government. In Ontario, for example,
hazard lands are protected by the Conservation Authority's Act, and this
is administered through our Ministry of Natural Resources.
On the other
hand, septic tank systems and controls are the responsibility of the
Ministry of Health. Now these controls have been successful to some
degree, but there is a great tendency on the part of the Quebec Govern—
ment and the Ontario Government to rush pollutants into the Great Lakes
and out into the ocean as fast as possible rather than prevent pollutants
at the source. All you have to do is look at some of the kinds of
things that have happened to see how quickly we do this. For example,
we find that the soils with the highest rating for waste disposal by
septic system are those that are coarse and open, the sands and the
gravels, those that have a rather low water—holding capacity.
If they
happen to be adjacent to open bodies of water, it takes no time at all
for the effluent to reach the streams, and then the Great Lakes.
I guess what I am really saying is that the controls that have been
suggested in Dr. Gordon's paper are of great value. What we really need
to do is to discover new ways of implementing them.
What is our action
programme?
I would like to take some time to talk about what happened in
Canada during the period Dr. Seitz spoke about in the United States.
First of all, we find in Canada that the conservation idea got under way
in 1908 when the Federal Government appointed a Commission of Conser—
vation.
This was an advisory group, and they talked about everything
from forest fires to wildlife to soils.
Adams was the name of the
planner they brought over from England in 1914, and when he got here one
of the things he said was that all the roads must be 66 feet wide to
give everybody lots of fresh air.
By 1923 this advisory group had
become so powerful that many of the ministers in the federal government
did not like it anymore.
So they got rid of it, and they got rid of
Adams. This was the beginning.
Ontario really did not get going on the conservation ethic until
1944.
At that time we had a conservation branch of something called the
Ministry or Department of Planning Development.
We had a great flurry
of activity dealing with conservation in this province:
farmers making
farm plans;











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Dr. Seitz' schematic is essentially a shopping list for the development
of a non—point source pollution control programme. The five categories
represent all of the major elements we believe a programme must include.
Sediment Control Instruments are the tools which an implementation
agency will use in establishing the application of controls on the land.
It is here also that it must be decided who will pay for the costs of
pollution control. Although persuasion and education play a very
important role in the future of non-point source control, and my own
experience is that farmers will adopt practices which control pollution
and do not decrease yields or cost them too much to apply, I think that
the only hope for achieving control at an acceptably early date will
rely heavily on economic incentives to accelerate the installation of
practices. In Ohio a new bill, the Ohio Agricultural and Urban Sediment
Pollution Abatement Bill, will be introduced for the second year in a
row. This bill requires a 75 percent cost share for all permanent
sediment abatement structures which do not have a direct and measureable
benefit for the farmer. The bill also requires technical assistance and
education for farmers. The bill mandates sediment pollution abatement
where there is a direct and measureable causal relationship between




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If you like statistics, that adds up to 62,875 tons of excrement a























crisis season in Chicago, dog—wise, because a substantial tonnage in







































Mr. Gordon in his paper said that controlling urban runoff is very































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































They knew that certain types of information were inadequate, so
they contracted to set up a computer model to make what they called a
hydrologic and water quality simulator. They got a lot of very expensive
gauges—several hundred little gauges—that were finally put in place
after much arguing about rights of way and how you haul in the extension [
cord, and "I don't want you on my land measuring what I'm discharging". 4
In one year they figured to measure 89,000 different analyses on storm 3
water runoff alone to feed into the model. Guess what? It has not
rained. What are they going to do? Their whole concept is based on the
simulator — if you put it in here, what's going to happen there? They
are going to have to build in a lot of what they call surrogate figures, a
what I call bugger factors. [What I am saying is that computer modelling
is useful and productive, but hedge on the side of caution if you use
them.
 
Comments from Mrs. Strang’s prepared remarks, but unstated during m
the panel presentation follow.
[I have one more comment relating to the Gordon paper]. Use of
non—structural controls seems most applicable in newly developing
areas. Land use controls, land acquisition, acquisition of development
rights, performance and building controls, compensatory water storage,
etc. are all legitimate means. In shoreline areas of Great Lakes (USA)







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































RICHARD ROBBINS: The panel spoke both about low—till and no—till
agriculture and about resulting reductions in phosphorus runoff. I am
wondering what the increases might be in the runoff from herbicides and
other chemicals used in agricultural production, how would that affect
water quality?
WESLEY SEITZ: Most often when you go to a reduced tillage system, or
certainly a zero tillage system, you tend to increase somewhat the use
of pesticides. Emphasize "somewhat", because a very high portion of
farmers, at least in Illinois, are already using pesticides, and so it
is not going from a zero pesticides use to a pesticide system. They are
already being used anyway. You have to keep in mind that if you use a
zero till or a minimum till operation, you reduce the amount of water
that runs off the soil. While you put more pesticides on and there is
more available to be lost, you reduce the amount of water that is
leaving, and you are going to reduce the proportion of pesticides that
are leaving. I really am not sure that the net impact on pesticides
getting into a waterway will really be increased. I am not sure, but it
is not immediately clear to me that we really will be increasing signifi—
cantly the amount of pesticides in the water as a result of these practices.
GEORGE WATKINS: It is my impression that we are now spending several
hundred million dollars in the United States in a planning programme
referred to as 208. One of the major targets, goals or anticipated
results in the plan that is supposed to be produced is the control of
urban pollution. Would you say that we are wasting our time in our 208
programme?
JOHN ADAMS: In our own 208 programme we have determined as well that
complete control of all urban storm water, water quality related problems
cannot be solved in a cost—effective fashion. However, there are certain
things which we can do which will give us significant improvements in
water quality in a cost-beneficial manner. I mean things like repair
regulators in combined sewer systems that discharge to small tributary
streams in our urban areas. We can begin to develop comprehensive urban
storm water management programmes that in time will improve the storm
water quality problems. There are numerous things we can do that are









































































































































































































































































































































































































a farmer to develop a plan and [requiring him] to implement that plan.
There are, obviously, educational benefits from having just simply
developed a plan. The farmer is aware of how much soil loss is occurring
and what can be done to correct it. When we put that question in the
questionnaire, we specifically put it in as a requirement for implementation
because we felt that this is one way to achieve Soil Conservation Service
tolerance limits, which seems to be a reasonable objective. It is
possible that some of the old plans are on the shelf, that the farmers
do not feel that the Conservation Service has given them enough alternative
ways of meeting those tolerance limits. I do not know. Perhaps Norm
Berg or Mary would like to discuss these kinds of issues a bit more.
NORMAN BERG: I worked with people over a period of up to ten years
to get them to the point where they looked at their total farm and ranch
resource. We have since had experience in the Great Plains area, where
now we have roughly 50,000 farmers and ranchers who have used what we
would call a pretty comprehensive plan to tie together all the help they
need — the technical assistance, the cost sharing. It is on a kind of
guaranteed basis——if you will do your thing, we will do ours. We set
the money aside, and we stay up with the costs, and we get pretty good
acceptance. In history, we have roughly 2 million of these people on
the books as co—operators with all the conservation districts with a
conservation plan. In most cases plans are probably out of date within
a year, so it requires a great deal of follow-up. I think, increasingly,
we are finding that what we are going to have to do is recognize what the
real world is out there that these people have to deal with.
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 WESLEY SEITZ: Some of the things we need to do in the real world...
First, I think we need somehow to make the implementation of a plan, or
at least the achievement of, let us say, soil conservation tolerance
limits ——a mandatory thing. We have to turn [the system] around from a
completely archaic programme. We have to put a stick out there [not
just the carrot].
One of the interesting things that will happen if you do that is
that the Soil Conservation Service will becomea way of helping the
farmer achieve what he has to do. It seems to me that that will then
free district and SCS people from the requirement of going out and
working as they have for 42 years. They still do not have my dad signed
up as a co—operator in Ohio, and if somebody says, "Hey, you have to do
it" then maybe he will walk in and say, "O.K., you know I need help, I
can't do this myself". So we have to give them control.
Another thing I think we need to do is eliminate the $2500 per year
per farm restriction on the amount of cost sharing that can be given,
because in many cases you need practices that cost more than that. A
third thing I would suggest is that we need to set up requirements in a
way that the local soil and water conservation district, working with
watershed management people, can identify those areas where there are,
in fact, serious problems, and begin to work on those, rather than as we
do now, work on any farmer that wants to cooperate. My guess is that
often we end up working with farmers who do not have serious problems
because they can come into compliance relatively easily. Those farmers
that have more serious problems do not move into compliance.
LEONARD DWORSKY: [Two comments...] Those nonsense words that were
said about ten years ago that the Great Lakes are dead and dying — at
least I thought were nonsense words at that time —— today, I think we
might use fairlybecause, from the standpoint of their biological
utility, the Great Lakes are dead. We have to say it to ourselves and
recognize what those words mean. The Great Lakes are dead from the
standpoint of biological utility.
[A reminder about this afternoon's discussions]. When we talk
about the things to do this afternoon, just recall that we are not
starting with a new survey, and a new report, and a new series of policy
options [to control nonpoint pollution]. All those policy options have
been there, are in being, but have not been able to be applied.
CLIVE SOUTHY: If it is true the Great Lakes are dead, then what are
we doing here? The message of Tony Scott's paper is that if it is dead,
it is dead, and let us use it for depositing all our garbage, let us
save six billion dollars, and let us get on with it, why waste our time?
That is what the paper was trying to say. If it is dead, it is dead,
















   
it is not possible, perhaps not even desirable, and of course if it is
dead, and we are wasting our time here and the taxpayers' money.
[Consequently] such projects as the very sophisticated study, very
competent study, just being discussed here, also become redundant. An
economist will tell you that the only reason for telling a farmer to
restore his land is precisely the arguement that there is a social
externality involved, namely the pollution in this case. If a farmer
chooses to run down his land, [for him] it probably makes good economic
sense to run down his land. It makes good economic sense in many situations
to deplete the soil, just as it makes good economic sense to deplete a
mine. There is no point in keeping a mine in the ground for the future
days. These are hard realities you are getting. I am a little con-
cerned with this discussion of this conservation programme, it is a
hidden rationalization for forcing farmers to conserve soil.
WESLEY SEITZ: On what basis do we, as a society, decide what is
good and what our ethical responsibilities are? One thing you can do is
to say that the discounting procedure does not make sense, and that we
have the responsibility to provide productive resources for future
generations. That moves us away from the tradional economist's stance
of saying you make decisions on the basis of economic efficiency, but I
think it is a worthwhile basis on which to consider the problem of soil
loss. I think an ethical basis — the conservation ethic — is an almost
religious thing, and we do have some responsibility to provide a soil
resource that is available for future generations.
MAXWELL COHEN: I have two comments. One, listening to the economist,
that grim discipline gets more and more grim, when they can discount the
whole environmental rationale for which we are all here. I must say
that I am a little puzzled at the way one looks at soil as something
that is expendable over time and to be depreciated by an accountant's
device as you would the machinery in a factory. I suspect there is
another rationale here that ought to be looked at with a good deal more
sympathy. In fact, I would like to see the economists go back to becoming
political economists again. They have been destroyed by models and by
arithmetic. Indeed, their political acceptability is on the decline
because they have lost the word "political".
My other comment is to raise the question, "What does Dworsky mean
the lakes are biologically dead?"
LEONARD DWORSKY: I tried to be relatively concise by using the term
"biologically dead" in the sense that the fish are no longer useful to
man. The fish are there; the fish are alive, but they are not useful
to man. I said that from the standpoint of the biological utility to
man the Great Lakes are dead. The charge is that we cannot fish them,
we cannot eat the fish, we cannot use them, we cannot even grind them up
for fertilizer.
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DR. DONALD MOUNT: I rebel very much at this statement that the Great
Lakes are biologically dead. I think this flies in the face of everything
that we know and plays on emotionalism again——which we have all too much
of already——and I do not think that Leonard really means that. All
right, the biological utility is dead. I would point out to you first
of all that when I asked my son who is sixteen years old what he wanted
to do for his vacation this summer, he said, "Dad, let's go to Lake Erie
for two weeks of white bass fishing". I eat those fish and it does not
seem to have bothered me any.
The point I would like to make which is more scientific, is that a
recent study of mothers' milk showed that something like 90 percent plus
of the samples had between five and ten parts per million of PCBs in it.
Now I would offer the question to you, is that mother or that child
biologically dead because they carry residues? I think not.
Experience on Lake Michigan shows that the very first year after
the ban on DDT went into effect in the Basin, the residues dropped by
some 30 percent and it continued that [downward trend] year after year.
There is absolutely no scientific basis to think that these residues
will not go down if we treat the Lakes with some reasonable respect.
JACK VALLENTYNE: My question is has there been just a straightforward
economic analysis, and then translating that in terms of the indirect
effects to water pollution, of the rate and the way in which we use road
salt?
BLAIR BOWER: Three points I would like to convey, first in answer to
the question of whether a study has been done in terms of the benefits
and cost of salt application to roads, the answer is yes. In connection
with the Natural Hazards Project, basically under Gil White at Colorado,
and along with some of his colleagues - Cliff Russell, and some others —
they did specifically look at that problem. What are you gaining and
what are you losing by different rates of application; what are your
options?
The second point relates to the question concerning alternatives to
the use of pesticides for controlling pests. I would argue that we have
a fair amount of information to say that some programmes of integrated
pest control, and in a few cases programmes using biological controls
alone, will perform at a high level of efficiency in terms of cont—
rolling pests.
One of the problems with respect to pesticides has been product speci—
fications, particularly in the United States, in terms of grade labelling.
Now when I was a kid, when you got an ear of corn, you expected to find
one or two worms on the end. If you bought a fresh tomato, you expected
to have a bruise or two. [Now the United States Department of Agriculture




 blemishes, cannot have any bruises: an ear of corn cannot have one
worm. The farmers' response to these kinds of grading provisions is to
throw a lot of pesticides on the crops. This is sort of an insurance
plan stemming from the products specifications. It is clear — at least
I think the evidence is clear — that if you did not do anything else, if
you did not go to biological controls or go to integrated pest control,
you could reduce the total application of pesticides by a substantial
margin if you did not have to meet these kinds of grade standards.
The third point is the intergenerational problem. To what extent
and by what decision criteria do we makedecisions in terms of allocating
certain kinds of scarce resources over timebetween generations? Economics,
including political economy, has been based primarily on the present.
We have talked primarily in terms of allocation efficiency within a
relatively short time frame, twenty or thirty years— one generation.
Nobody has yet come up with specific kinds of formulae, computer models,
or anything else by which you can decide how much of those resources you
want to allocate to the next generation as against this generation.
That becomes, basically, a socio-political question, and the economists
or the engineers or the political economists or anybody else can do no
more than say, "Here are some options in terms of the time streams of
costs and outputs which will result from alternative strategies and
alternative policies. You have to make the judgement of how much you
want to give up now in order to provide for the future."
There is also an important point, which I think Clive and Tony
Scott point out very well, and that is that we have to remember the
production unit in the case of agriculture or in the case of forestry.
Individuals have a time horizon which is relatively short, and it does
make sense for the individual, in many cases, to mine [exploit]. There
is just no question about it. We have to recognize when we are trying
to develop management strategies that we face that kind of objective
function for those individuals.
A firm is different. Weyerhouser is basically using the same kind
of discount rate as the United States Government and it is a long time
horizon because [that firm is] going to be in existence, at least they
think, into perpetuity. So you havevery close coicidence in terms of
management policies between that private entity and what you would do in
a social sense. But it is not true for the small woodland plot owner,
or the farmer of even a fairly sizeable farm. He is going to mine
because it is a rational economic thing for him to do, and we are being
ridiculous if we do not face that as a basic condition when we try to
develop management strategies.
I would argue that the economic criterion, or some set of economic
criteria, where these involve economicefficiency and distributional
effects, [are only a few] of the criteria by which one makes a decision
on a management strategy. There are various other criteria, which I
think any economist, including Tony Scott, would readily admit.
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We are often accused of ignoring these other things [however], if
you go back to some of the early writings of John Krutilla, for example,
he says very clearly that economics is not a substitute for the political
process. Economists can tell you certain things, and these then become
inputs into that decision process, so that you can set up a number of
criteria — some political, some administrative and some economic. How
you give weights to these criteria is a major problem. The weighting is
done in the political process either explicitly or implicitly. I think
probably one of the basic outputs from a lot of the Resources for the
Future work by John and his colleagues has been to give us a better
handle on some of what are considered to be non—quantifiable [outputs
from natural systems which in many cases are quantifiable in economic
terms]. His work on wilderness areas, his work in Hell's Canyon, and so
on, in fact demonstrates that there are ways to get at not all of the
benefits, but certainly some. The point I would stress is that economics
will always remain only one of the criteria by which we are going to
make these decisions in any kind of political structure.
JONATHAN ELA: Yesterday a number of people made the point that if
you are talking about effectiveness in cleaning up water pollution in
municipal and industrial systems, our principal effort perhaps should
not be sticking toys at the ends of pipes, but rather controlling inputs
of what goes into the system, and that materials management schemes of
various kinds may be more effective if there is a limit to how much we
can accomplish simply through the engineering of treatment plants. I
wonder if the same may not be at least as true when we are talking about
non—point sources of pollution, particularly rural. There is a very
fundamental limit to how much we can accomplish through such things as
soil conservation if our agricultural technology keeps becoming more
intensive in terms of the use of chemicals, whether we are talking about
insecticides, or herbicides, or fertilizers that create nitrate leaching
problems and runoff problems into the Great Lakes. Maybe the most
fundamental question in terms of rural non—point pollution is what do we
put on the land, rather than what kind of toys dowe stick at the end of
the pipe.
WESLEY SEITZ: What we have to keep in mind, I suppose, is that
most of what we are losing from agriculture are not waste products
which is the case most often in municipal or the industrial sense — but
what are, in fact, productive inputs: either the soil itself or things
that were added to the soil in order to produce products, so that they
are, in fact, positive elements of production. What we are asking is
how muchmoney we are willing to spend in order to prevent Mother Nature
from hoarding some of that off the land? There is a bit of difference,
I think, from the industrial case.
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 problem of [convincing the land owner] that the land and water are most
valuable to him. We may have developed agricultural technology to the
point in the U.S. that makes it difficult to turn back. Energy costs
may help. Barry Commoner has been running some experiments going back
to basic organic farming. Five years ago it was not cost effective on a
125,000 acre feedlot operation to haul manure, their own by product,
across the back forty rather than use commercial fertilizer. Today....?
DICK ROBBINS: Many of us in the United States see the 208 program as
the primary way in which we will stop non—point sources and protect our
waters from non—point sources. I know that, at least I understand that,
Toledo has finished its plan...and that there were some severe problems
in developing the plan. I am wondering if you canenlighten us, for the
purpose of this afternoon's program, about what you have learned in
developing your plan so that we might avoid similar pitfalls in the
future. Second, and I think the really critical issue, what do you
think the potential is for implementation of the land use control struc—
tures that will probably come out of it? What will get your plan off
the shelves and out there working? Is there any possibility whatsoever
of that happening? \
JOHN ADAMS: I'm afraid that the myth that you have espoused——the
idea that 208 is going to be the be—all, end—all solution of non—point
source pollution——is just that, a myth. We of the Toledo Metropolitan
Area Council of Governments felt that way when weread the Act. Section
208 of Public Law 92—500 says that 208 Agencies will proposesolutions to
all sources of pollution.
That is quite a broad spectrum of problems. We did go down through
the list of all possible sources of pollution in our program. We did
identify six particular areas that are significant water quality problems
in our region. We have studied the institutional arrangements dealing
with all of those problems specifically, and with the technical problems
and possible alternative solutions to all of those problems. We have
now got a plan, weighing 40 pounds, that documents all of the possible
alternatives, and institutional, technical, economic, etc. solutions to
all of the water quality problems. Whether or not any of what we have
ever done ever gets implemented is a very, very big question.
CLIVE SOUTHY: [In response to a complex comment and question regarding
the Anthony Scott paper]. Basically, I think that Anthony Scott's
position is that just because the pulp and paper industry [or any other
industry] might have been the past cause of specific pollution, does not
 
 mean that you have to take money from the pulp and paper industry.
There is no logical deduction between those two propositions, and
knowing who polluted does not tell you how to cure it or who should pay
for curing it from an economist's point of View. You might feel morally
that the polluter should pay, but that is up to you.
7.32
NON-POINT SOURCES WORKSHOPS
On February 22, five discussion groups were formed to suggest
economic, legal, procedural and institutional mechanisms and policies
in the following topic areas:
1. urban non—point sources controls,
2. rural non—point sources controls,
3. urban future strategies,
4. rural future strategies, and
5. chemical and metal residues.
The Nominal Group process (explained on pages 286 through 292) was used
by all groups.
Each group was made up of 16 to 20 persons. At least one lawyer,
one economist, one person representing each level of government in the
United States and Canada, one citizen activist, one planner and one
person involved with the non—point source area under discussion were
members of each group.
A leader with experience in the area under
discussion and a recorder were also group members.
The lists produced during the workshop sessions were cryptic.
Those who participated were sent the list(s) from the workshops they
attended and were asked to restate any of the policies and suggestions
which they thought required clarification.
From those responses, the
lists on the following pages were rewritten so that readers of these
proceedings would have a clearer idea of the meaning of the suggestions.
Participants' ideas are presented in random order on the next few
pages.
To the left of the listing, the top five priority alternatives





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Develop innovative and cost—effective strategies for storm
water treatment.
Establish and enforce adequate air pollution standards.
Establish and enhance comprehensive urban water resource
programs.
Promote mass transit.
Design with nature by taking natural conditionsinto consideration.
Make federal and state funds/grants contingent on meeting water
quality objectives of the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement.
Adopt zero pollutant discharge goal for new developments.
Institute collection and disposal service for toxic waste
products.
Control sale of pesticides by merchants and co-operatives
to insure informed use.
Impose progressively higher charges on water, increasing as
the level of treatment and use increase.
Develop land use plans and legislatively require their imple—
mentation. *
Design ports to minimize shore erosion.
Control sale and distribution of known toxic substances.
Tax outlying developments for full incremental costs of providing
services in order to prevent "leap—frogging".
Require less use of impervious surfaces to increase infiltration.
Impose higher tax on leaded gasoline to eventually remove lead
from gasoline.
Zone to stimulate close-in development.
Reform existing justice systems to allow citizens to file
class action suits and to streamline judicial processes.
Study potential for using dual water systems which utilize water




Assess environmental impacts of large—scale versus small—scale
farms.
Implement programs on most erosible areas first.
Require that farmers meet water quality performance standards,
but leave them free to adopt techniques to achieve the standards.
Provide funds for departments of agronomy to train more soil
conservationists.
Clarify taxation bureaus' instruction language so that farmers
can take advantage of exemptions for pollution control equipment
and practices.
Establish, through regional water quality management authority
(208),an agricultural land management committee to co—ordinate
conservation districts and form associations of conservation
districts on a regional or watershed basis for education and
technical assistance.
Get soil surveys out quickly for use by farmers and builders.
Develop an integrated pest management system through:
limiting volume of fertilizer and pesticides in critical
areas,
accelerating research and implementation of biological
pest control, and
lowering product—grading standards to discourage

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 12. Control sale and distribution of lubricating oil and provide
facilities to recycle used oil.
13. Implement policies to reduce pollution.
14. Place a tax on phosphate detergents instead of banning them.
15. Eliminate provincial (Ontario) government subsidies to munici-
palities for installing storm drains along roads.
l6. Raise street catchment basins one—half an inch to reduce the
amount of water entering sewers during rain storms.
 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Study and investigate potential to establish common trans—
portation/utility corridors.
Expand education activities of river basin authorities to inform
the public of problems and solutions to diffuse source pollution.
Provide cost-sharing of conservation measures for benefit
of public.
Eliminate government overlaps in responsibilities among agen-
cies and jurisdictions.
Legally authorize citizen suits to compel or question discre—
tionary administrative decisions.
Legislate mandatory reforestation by government and/or industry
to insure renewal of the resource and reduce pollution from
erosion.
Regulate or subsidize ecologicaldesign for the construction
of roads, both public and private.
Conduct research to determine total residual loadings for
diffuse sources; e.g. septic tanks, fertilizer applications,
etc., in order to determine the relative importance of point
source and non—point source loadings.
Develop more efficient techniques and mechanisms for the
separation and handling of secondary materials.
Abolish all subsidies for conservation practices.
Acquire lands sensitive to erosion or environmental degradation
for the public and designate for uses such as recreation,
wildlife or open space.
Require strict screening of biocides and provide economic
incentives for development and use of short—lived biocides.
Reduce existing grading standards for fruits and vegetables
so that fewer chemicals are used to produce "blemish-free"
products currently required.
Establish permit system to allow pesticide usage over specified
minimum amounts of pesticides and certain acreages.
Require filing of an approved erosion and sediment control
















































































































































































































































































































































































hazardous wastes, more closely.




















































































































































After the first series of five non—point sources oriented workshops,
participants attended jurisdictional sessions: Canada—Federal, Province/
Municipalities, United States—Federal, and States/Municipalities. These
four groups were given all of the prioritized lists produced during the
topic discussions. Participants were asked to examine the top five
items chosen for each topic and to determine individually whether they
agreed that from the standpoint of implementability the top five mec—
hanisms would be best for their jurisdictions.
If the mechanisms ranked highest by topic workshop members on the
basis of effectiveness for abating pollution were not the best from a
practical viewpoint, then jurisdictional session participants were asked
to supplement the five with other mechanisms on the lists or with
additional ideas. The lists which resulted then were ranked.
Each group produced five mechanisms lists ranked on the basis of
practicality. Items are listed in random order with rankings indicated






IV 1. Coordinate urban operationalenvironmental planning by:
a. requiring minimum levels of property maintenance such
as: 1) street cleaning
2) responsible trash management, and
3) responsible dog ownership;
b. requiring non use or use of substitute for salt on
streets; and
c. requiring increased infiltration and less impervious
surfaces in new or changed land areas.
2. Require submissionof sediment control plans for land change
activities by regulation.
3. Develop land use plans and legislate their implementation.
4. Require soil erosion and sedimentation plans on land change
activities.
5. Conduct public awareness campaign.
6. Adopt zero pollutant dischargegoal for new developments.
V 7. Encourage federal construction based on environmental zoning.
I 8. Make public funds andgrants contingent on meeting water
quality objectives.
II 9. Promote mass transit.
10. Tax leaded gas.
III 11. Develop and require substitute for salt on streets.
12. Require greater and more effective integration of government
programs.
13. Continue flood damage reduction program.
14. Develop residuals management.
Rural Non—Point Controls
II 1. Develop integrated pest management system to include:
a. limiting volume of fertilizer and pesticides in critical
areas,
b. accelerating research and implementation of biological
pest control,
c. lowering product gradingstandards enabling less use of
pesticides, and
d. prohibiting pesticide advertising.
2. Assign regulatory powers to Soil and Water Conservation
Districts and enforcement to counties.
III— 3. Adopt agricultural and urban sediment pollution abatement
IV legislation at provincial level.
III— 4. Retain best agricultural land for agricultural
IV purposes.
5. Provide tax credits for pollution control investments.
6. Provide federal/provincial cost sharing of anti—pollution






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Pass mandatory reforestation act.

















Limit fertilizer applications to soils' needs.
Acquire sensitive lands (by and for public).

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































legislation at the state level.



















































































































































quality objectives under the 1972 Agreement.
Impose land change regulations which:






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chemical and Metal Residues
I l. Require ultimate harmless disposal and identify on—land sites.
II 2. Improve toxic substance management by:
a. prohibiting pesticides,
b. prohibiting import of injurious chemicals,
c. requiring alternatives be used instead of chemicals, and
d. requiring pre— and post- market testing of new chemicals.
 
III 3. Study and control air pollution of water, including the long range
airborne transport of 802, in order to reduce acidification
of lakes.
IV 4. Regulate transport of wastes.
V 5. Develop a health research program to establish tolerance limits.
6. Plant and harvest maximum number of forage and predator fish
and liberalize taking of fish.
7. Use impingement and ambient control strategies when granting permits.
8. Control storm runoff.
9. Develop technique for removing or deactivating toxicity.
10. Require greenbelts.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Retain best agricultural land for agricultural purposes.
V
5.

































Establish direct mandatory controls over and action programs for
a. tillage requirements, and
b. workable feedlot runoff controls.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































e. enforcing dog owner responsibility by—laws.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Provide economic incentives for best management practices
in agriculture.
Acquire sensitive lands.
Give river basin agencies broad powers and responsibilities.
Provide pesticide controls by:
a. Requiring permits for pesticides usage over prescribed
minimums,
b. requiring strict screening of biocides, and
c. providing tax benefits for biocide products with short
lives.
Authorize citizen suits for discretionary administrative
decisions.
Create mandatory insurance fund for compensation for damages
and clean up of pesticides.
Provide cost sharing for conservation measures which benefit
the public.
Use existing authority at all levels to enforce land use
regulations.
Develop regulations to require or a system of subsidies to
encourage ecological design and construction of roads.
Eliminate exemption of agriculture from environmental laws,
guidelines and regulations.
Chemical and Metal Residues
 
Require ultimate harmless disposal and identify on—land
sites.
Provide toxic substances management by:
a. prohibiting pesticides,
b. prohibiting import of injurious chemicals,
c. requiring alternatives be used instead of chemicals,
and
d. requiring pre— and post— market testing of new chemicals.
Study and control air pollution of water, including the long range
airborne transport of 302, in order to reduce acidification
of lakes.
Regulate transport of wastes.
Develop a health research program to establish tolerance
limits.
Develop technique for removing or deactivating toxicity.
Require and document controlsfrom a toxic or hazardous
chemical‘s origin to its ultimate disposal.
Create mandatory insurance fund for compensation for damages
and cleanup of spills and residues.





   




Just what is meant by "Environmental Policy"? How do we choose
particular policy options from among the many that might be available?


















ideas are presented to help authors and workshop participants make their
evaluations of environmental policies consistant and comparable.
ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY INSTRUMENTS
Governments seldom have a single, coherent and definable "environ—
mental policy". Instead, there is in most jurisdictions a bewildering
assortment of laws, regulations, judicial precedents, administrative
procedures, unstated rules and programs, all relating in one way or



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 efforts. It follows, therefore, that one would need information on the
environmental benefits to be gained from a particular policy approach as
well as the financial and other costs that would be incurred as a result of
the policy. Consequently, a systematic enumeration of the benefits and
the costs that would result from the policy instrument or program is
an obvious requirement for an evaluation.
Where benefits or costs cannot
be expressed in market prices, attempts should be made to quantify them in
physical units to aid in comparisons.
Lacking information and data about benefits, environmental objectives
can be specified and the financial costs of achieving these objectives
may be determined by various means.
The approach that achieves the
objectives at least cost would be the most "cost effective".
The incidence or the distribution of the costs and the benefits
of pollution is often ignored in discussions of the economic efficiency
of alternative approaches to pollution abatement.
These considerations
cannot, however, be ignored in real world situations. The least cost
approach or method of abatement could well imply widely divergent
cost burdens on polluters and/or victims of pollution. On the other
hand, attempts to equalize the cost burdens of pollution abatement over
an area or an industry could result in higher overall costs of abatement
or even a failure to achieve environmental objectives.
Monitoring and surveillance are essential components of nearly
all abatement policy approaches.
The costs of these activities can be
considerable and should, therefore, be considered along with other
costs of the program.
The promotion of technological progress is another significant
feature.
Does the policy instrument or program induce a search for more
effective, less expensive methods or technologies of abatement? Does the
pollution control agency itself have any inherent incentives or constraints
to finding and implementing new technical or administrative approaches
to abatement?
Implications for employment always seem to be an important issue.
Some employment effects are quite subtle. For example, accelerated
depreciation of pollution control equipment biases a firm's decision
toward capital intensive rather than labour intensive abatement processes.
On the other hand, studies have shown that enforcement of pollution
abatement can result in a net increase in employment by supplier firms
in the short run.
One of the major deficiencies in most environmental policy instruments
is the failure to consider the impact of the instrument on a polluter's
economic incentive structure. Either the policy instrument provides
insufficient incentives or it results in incentives to do the wrong thing.
A clear recognition of how the economic incentives facing a polluter are
affected should be one objective of policy analysis.
The objectives and criteria discussed in the preceeding paragraphs
are summarized in Table 2. Some consideration of each of these factors,





























































































































































































































 THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL FRAMEWORK
by
Reinhold Thieme*
THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
The Bicentennial year is a most appropriate time to reflect on our
ability to adapt to changing needs within the framework of legal structure
created by our founding fathers. One of the challenging areas of change
today is that of environmental management and certainly the writers of the
Constitution did not and could not foresee the scope of the environmental
pollution problem which would face our modern society.
The cornerstone of our government is the Constitution which became
operative on March 4, 1789. This document prescribes that authority which
is to be exercised by the Federal Government and thereby identifies those
functions and authority that is preserved to the States.
The relationship of the Federal Government to the States is set forth
in three different areas of the Constitution. Article I, Section 10 places
certain specific limitations on the States so as to provide centralized
authority in the Federal Government. On the basis of Clause 3 of Section 10



















and statutes of the United States are the supreme law of the land and may






































































































































































































































































































































































general defense, welfare, and to regulate commerce with foreign nations,
among the states and with Indian Tribes. On the basis of this clause
and the provisions of Article VI, Section 2, various states laws which
attempt to control commerce - such as those limiting the use of detergents
within the City of Chicago — have been held to be unconstitutional.
The states, however, have a residium of authority to act on the basis of
the 10th Amendment to the Constitution which provides that the powers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution nor prohibited by
the statutes are reserved to the States respectively or to the people.
International Applicability
 
Still another section that has substantial significance to environmental
management of the Great Lakes is Section 2 of Article II that provides that
the President has the power, with the advice and consent of Senate, to make
treaties on behalf of the United States. It is on the basis of this
authority, confirmed by advice and consent of the Senate, that the International
Joint Commission was formed pursuant to Article 12 of the United States —
Canada Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909. Brendon F. Brown points out that
this treaty is in essence only a contract between two states, based on their
respective interests, without reference to the ultimate consequences of
damage as a result of polluting waters. He further points out that IJC has
only recommendatory powers.
A part of the charge given the IJC is pollution control, as generally
stated in Article IV of the Treaty that states, in part: "It is further
agreed that the waters herein defined as boundary waters and waters flowing
across the boundary shall not be polluted on either side to the injury
of health or property on the other."
However, the vehicle of international review has been used in connection
with joint investigations concerning the control of pollution of the Great
Lakes, including the 1965 Agreement as to water quality objectives for the
Rainy River agreed upon by the two Governments in December 1965, and the
authorization for general investigation of Lake Erie, Lake Ontario, and
the International portion of the St. Lawrence River in 1964 with recommen—
dations being made in 1966. There was no specific federal legislation
implementing either these studies or for that matter, the Treaty. Nonetheless,
PL 89—753, as passed in 1966 amending the Federal Water Pollution Control Act,
did provide for the special hearing board to consider problems relating to
alleged water pollution occurring in the United States that would endanger
the health or welfare of persons in a foreign country. No hearings were
ever held under this section of the Act prior to its amendment in 1972.
PL 92-500, cited as a Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of
1972, provided for a modified type of hearing whenever international pollution
is believed to be occurring. Under this new statute, the EPA Administrator
is required to convene a hearing board upon the request of the Secretary of
(1) Brown, Brendon F., "International Environmental Law and the Natural







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2. The FWPCA mandates that states on a statewide and regional
basis conduct extensive planning for the purpose of identifying
future wastewater management problems and their solutions.
3. The FWPCA established a federal permit system known as the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System which duplicates
any existing state permit system unless a state shall meet certain
minimum qualifications in which case the permit system is delegated
to the state.3
4. The FWPCA establishes certain minimum levels of treatment
which must be achieved by fixed dates, as follows: (a) best
practicable technology must be installed by 1977, and (b) best
available technology must be installed by 1983. As a result of
this approach, the numbers which are contained in an NPDES permit,
whether issued by the federal government or a state, are effluent
limitations derived from considerations of best practicable and
best available technology.
In the event that an existing state
water quality derived standard is more stringent, then that number
must be contained in the applicable permit and must be achieved
by 1977.
The net impact of the federal program is to enhance all state programs
by at least providing additional monies and mandating a stronger planning
process with respect to water pollution control. On the other hand, some
commentators have observed that the Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972 have had a negative impact of substantially increasing
administrative costs of the program and introducing a note of uncertainty
because of the physical impossibility in some cases of obtaining the
appropriate level of treatment by the fixed dates of 1977 and 1983.
Nonetheless, a substantial impact of the Federal Water Pollution Control

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































health, safety, and general welfare of the people. The legislature shall
provide for the protection of the air, water and other natural resources
of the state from pollution, impairment and destruction." Thus the State
of Michigan elected to insure that environmental protection statutes are
specifically defined, as a matter of constitutuional law, to be valid
exercises of the police power. Regardless of the course chosen, it is safe
to conclude that the routine regulation of polluting discharges to the
waters of any state is well within the constitutional powers of state
government.“
There are, however, extremely important federal and state constitu—
tional or statutory restrictions upon the exercise of that police power
by states. The most important constitutional restraint which universally
appears is that no state may take private property without just compensation.
Pursuant to numerous judicial decisions, it is clear, however, that the
exercise of the police power may severly restrict the use of private

























































































































within the constitutional authority.
(5) The line between valid regulation of the use of property pursuant to the police
power and regulations so severe as to be taking is a dynamic one and is sub—
ject to the niceties of judicial interpretation as to perceptions of public





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































particular entity's responsibility under the law. In addition to the
administrative order, civil and criminal penalties as well as the use
of the equity lawsuit are becoming increasingly important enforcement
mechanisms.
AlthOugh the above are the common and, I believe, essential concepts
in various state statutes respecting water pollution control, there are
certain other matters which are occasionally addressed. A number of statutes
specifically address a particular type of water pollution problem because
it is of significant environmental and/or public concern in a particular
jurisdiction. For example, in Pennsylvania, the problems associated with
acid mine drainage from coal mines are specifically addressed. More commonly
among the Great Lake states, either in the organic water pollution control
law or in a separate act, the pollution problems associated with recrea—
tional water craft discharges are specifically addressed. Additionally,
state water pollution control statutes also frequently address in great
detail the organizational and financial approach to abatement of municipal
wastewater problems. Finally, extensive attention may be devoted to detail—
ing the administrative procedures applicable to implementation of substan—
tive provisions of the law.
SUMMARY
In conclusion, all of the statutes of the states bordering on the
Great Lakes are sufficiently well drafted to permit effective abatement
of industrial and municipal point source discharges. There are, however,
certain inherent limitations in some or all of the statutes which will
become increasingly important in limiting the effectiveness of the various
state programs as the technical complexities with respect to abatement of
water pollution control become more apparent. A.major limitation is found
in the fact that in many states, responsibility for water pollution abate-
ment is divided among several different independent entities. It is not
impossible to find situations in which the planning process, the permitting
271
   
process, the standards setting process and the enforcement process are each
in a separate agency and, therefore, very difficult to coordinate. For the
sake of governmental efficiency and, in addition, for more intelligent
addressing of complex problems, some effort should bemade to streamline
the governmental bureaucracy which may exist in some jurisdictions.
In some situations, it would appear that existing legislation is
drafted so narrowly that some important problems simply may not be addressed.
This is particularly true with reference to non—point source discharges and
potential water pollution problems. In addition, in some jurisdictions, the
statutory authority needed to compel adequate wastewater management by muni-
cipal government is not as strong as it might be. Notwithstanding the legal
inadequacies with respect to municipal wastewater problems, the overriding
concern in this area remains the unavailability of the financial resources
necessary to build treatment facilities.
Finally it seems apparent that, in the future, a major problem which
must be addressed in order to assure adequate water quality protection is
that of land use.



















This is a major gap, and it is essential that thought be given to filling
it before one can conclude that the state or federal efforts with respect
to water quality improvement will effectuate a substantial, long—term
improvement in the waters of the Great Lakes.
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By an accident of history and geography it is not too difficult for
an American to get some understanding of the pollution control laws
affecting the Canadian waters of the Great Lakes. Only two primary
jurisdictions are involved, Canada and the Province of Ontario. The
municipalities are creatures of the province and derive what juris—
diction they have related to the environment from provincial law.
Another simplifying factor is that a violation of a federal statute or
of provincial statue or indeed a provincial by—law will be prosecuted in
the provincial court. The procedure followed is much the same in all
cases since the summary conviction procedure in the federal Criminal
Code is incorporated by reference into provincial law.
The division between federal and provincial jurisdiction was
initially determined at Confederation in 1867, in The British North
America Act, and later defined by court rulings. Both Canada and Ontario
claim jurisdiction over aspects of pollution control in the Great Lakes.
Although some limits to this jurisdiction are already apparent, some
important questions of jurisdiction have yet to be finally resolved by
the courts. Most federal jurisdiction derives from Section 91 of The
British North America Act and most provincial jurisdiction from Section
92 of the same Act. In neither of these sections is there explicit
reference to protection of water quality. Instead, the federal juris-
diction stems from its authority over such subjects as navigation and
shipping, seacoast and inland fisheries, and the criminal law. Important
too is the exclusive federal power related to the making and performing
of treaty obligations. A heavy participation of the federal government
derives from the Boundary Waters Treaty and the International Joint
Commission set up under it. A further possible support for federal
legislation is the general power conferred to pass laws for the peace,
order and good government of Canada. Whether by direct reference in the
Act or by inference from general powers, an important range of facilities
are also seen to be within exclusive federal jurisdiction including
railways, harbours and nuclear facilities.
The provincial government also has a broad authority relating to
pollution control and thus far statutes having wide ranging application
have withstood challenges in the courts. The provincial jurisdiction
derives from such heads as property and civil rights, the management of
public lands belonging to the province, municipal institutions and
generally all matters of a merely local or private nature in the province.
One decision in the Supreme Court of Ontario held constitutional a
 
*Mr. Mulvaney is the Director of the Legal Services Branch of the Ontario














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUbStanCe" is broadly defined to include any substance that would degrade or form
part of a process of degradation of the quality of the water so that it is
rendered deleterious to fish or to the use by man of fish that frequent the water.
The general prohibition does not apply to deposits in a quantity and under
conditions authorized by regulations made under the Act. The Chlor—Alkali Mercury
Regulations limit the amount of mercury in the liquid effluent from certain plants
which may be deposited in waters frequented by fish so that the quantity deposited
by a plant in any one day does not exceed .005 pound per ton of chlorine produced
by the plant in that day. The Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations apply to new
and altered mills after November 24, 1971, and limit the quantities of total sus—
pended solids and decomposable organic matter which may be discharged from such
mills. The Petroleum Refinery Liquid Effluent Regulations under the Fisheries Act
apply to new refineries and authorize limited deposits of oil and grease, phenols,
sulphides and other substances.
Since these regulations under The Fisheries Act are exceptions to the general
prohibition in the Act and take the form of an authorized deposit, it may be that
there is a potential clash with any provincial legislation which lays down a more
rigid standard.
Offences under Section 33 must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt and this
standard applies to the enforcement of all offence—creating sections in the courts.
There is a defense available to a defendent where the discharge has been committed
by an employee or agent, but only where it was done without the knowledge or consent
of the defendant and only where he can show that he has exercised all due diligence
to prevent the commission of the offence. The Act provides for fines up to $5,000
and also empowers the court to order the person convicted "to refrain from committing
any further such offence or to cease to carry on any activity specified in the order
the carrying on of which, in the opinion of the court, will or is likely to result
in the committing of any further such offence".
Control of pollution from ships is dealt with under The Canada Shipping Act,
a federal statute. The Act is administered by the Federal Department of Transport.



































Where ships have discharged a pollutant or are in danger of discharging a pollu—
tant dealt with in the regulations, the master of the ship must report forthwith
to a pollution prevention officer. Where a ship is in distress and discharges










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The provision, however, does not apply where the discharge issues
from sewage works constructed and operated in accordance with approvals
given under the Act or predecessor legislation. This provision is a
source of potential serious difficulty for enforcement.
The Act also confers powers on Directors of the Ministry of the
Environment, subject to appeal, to order industrial or commercial
enterprises to install, construct or arrange proper facilities for the
collection, transmission, treatment or disposal of their sewage.
The term "sewage" is defined so as to include commercial and industrial
wastes. A corresponding power enables orders to be given to municipalities
to establish, maintain, operate, improve, etc., its water works or
sewage works.
Provisions of the Act also require Ministry approval of sewage or
water works before they are established, extended or changed.
Although up to now The Ontario Water Resources Act has been the
primary enforcement vehicle with respect to water pollution offences,
The Environmental Protection Act of 1971 also has important applications
to questions related to water quality. In the first place the general
prohibitions under the Act apply to impairment of water as well as of
land and of the air. Also, the powers under the Act for Ministry
Directors to issue control orders limiting or controlling the rate of
discharge of contaminants apply to water pollution and enable the issuance
of a comprehensive order to deal with the air, water and land pollution
problems of a company in an integrated way.
The Act also provides the legal framework for waste management,
including the establishment and operation of waste disposal sites.
Hearings are mandatory prior to the establishment of any such sites
dealing with hazardous waste or hauled liquid industrial waste or any
other waste that the Director ascertains is at least the equivalent of
the domestic waste of not less than 1,500 persons. Offences are pro-
vided for the operation of sites without the required certificate of
approval and powers are conferred on the Directors to order clean up
of illegal deposits.
Conditions may be imposed on the certificates of approval for
waste disposal sites in the same way as they are imposed on sewage
and water treatment facilites under The Ontario Water Resources Act
subject, of course, to appeal.
The Environmental Protection Act contains an important provision
related to the remedy or clean up of discharges already occurred. The
section provides that where any person has caused the discharge of a
contaminant that injures land, water, property or plant life, the
Minister, where he is of the opinion that it is in the public interest
so to do, may order such person to do all things and take all steps
necessary to repair the injury or damage. Although the section has
been used primarily to deal with oil spills, it is significant in that
it does address itself to the remedy of past discharges.
  






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































sources of water pollution would not provide the ultimate solution to the
improvement in water quality of the Great Lakes has caused investigators to
look to other areas where man's activity has induced an imbalance with the
natural environment. In the Great Lakes Basin these investigators have been
supported by a variety of institutions and intergovernmental agreements,
including: the 108 and 208 programs under U.S. Public Law 92-500; the Corps of
Engineers, Lake Erie Wastewater Management Study; the Canada/Ontario Agreement
on Great Lakes Water Quality investigations of urban drainage and sewage
sludge disposal, and the International Joint Commision's Pollution from
Land Use Activities Reference Group.
DEFINITION
All of these programs are in one way or another addressing what has been
termed the non—point or diffuse source pollution problem. Non—point or diffuse
source pollution is usually defined as including all those sources of pollutant
inputs to surface and groundwater, with the exception of discharges from
industry and municipal sewage treatment plants (point source pollution). The
importance of non—point sources of water pollution to the Great Lakes System
has recently been emphasized by the preliminary findings of the Corps of
Engineers Lake Erie Wastewater Management Study.
The Corps indicated that
approximately 44% of the tributary phosphorus loading to Lake Erie could be
attributed to diffuse or non-point sources of pollution.1 Therefore,
despite the allocation of significant levels of funding to improve municipal
sewage treatment facilities in the Lake Erie Basin, the Lake Erie study
objectives for phosphorus will not be met without a significant
alteration to the present non—point loading.
CATEGORIES
Non—point source pollution can generally be subdivided into three major
pollutant categories which are associated in varying degrees with a wide
variety of land use activities. These three categories include sediments,
nutrients and toxic substances. Each exerts a different impact which must be
addressed in any discussion of the non—point problem.
 
* Mr. Bangay is the Co—ordinator for the Pollution from Land Use Activities
Reference Group related activities of the Environmental Protection Service,
Ontario Region, of the Department of Fisheries and the Environment.
(1) Corps of Engineers, Buffalo District, Lake Erie Wastewater Management
Study. Preliminary Feasibility Report Vol. 1 Main Report. Buffalo,
New York, December 1975.
  
Sediments
Over the years, the economic impact of erosion and sedimentation
has been well documented. The loss of valuable topsoil from agriculture
during the 1930's and the resultant loss in productivity experienced in
those areas most severely effected is an important part of North American
history. The sedimentation of reservoirs and harbours has been another
negative impact of the sediments' movement from upland areas. It often
results in expensive dredging to maintain the integrity of these facilities.
In streams and lakes these fine grained materials may also create
turbidity problems which result in reduced light penetration with possible
detrimental implications for the biological community.
Recently a number of studies have demonstrated that sediments not
only constitute a physical problem but also can exert a significant
water quality impact. Sediments, especially the smaller size fractions,
i.e. clay, readily adsorb a wide variety of pollutants including nutrients,
pesticides and toxic substances. In some instances, these materials form
strongly cohesive bonds with the sediments and are unavailable to the
aquatic environment, while in other cases the sediments merely act as a
transport mechanism for these materials, carrying them from upland areas
to the Great Lakes, where they become available to the biological system.
Nutrients
The two nutrients of primary concern in any discussion of water
quality impacts are nitrogen and phosphorus. Excessive nitrogen levels
are primarily a concern as they relate to the contamination of potable
water supplies. In the nitrate form, nitrogen is extremely mobile and
moves readily with water, percolating through the soil profile to groundwater.
This potential problem is of special concern in areas where groundwater
constitutes the major source of water for human and livestock consumption.
In contrast, increasing phosphorus levels are more closely associated
with the problem of over enrichment of receiving waters, leading to
species alteration and increased levels of biological activity. The
control of this natural aging process, which can be greatly accelerated
by artificially increasing the supply of phosphorus, was a primary focus
of the 1972 Canada/United States Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality.2
Unlike nitrogen, which more often moves through the soil profile, phosphorus





A good deal of early environmental concern focused on the
residuals of the organochlorine pesticides which were widely used through—
out North America. While it is true that significant residues of these
 
(2) Can/U.S. Agreement on Great Lakes Water Quality. Signed at Ottawa,
April 15, 1972. Entered into force April 15, 1972.
280
earlier pesticides are still found in the aquatic environment, the
banning of their use in most jurisdictions will obviate this problem
with time.
Today the onus is on pesticide manufacturers to demonstrate that
new pesticides will not exert a harmful impact and that they will be
environmentally degradable. G. Chesters3 has indicated however,
that "even with the use of less persistent pesticides, residue build-
up may occur through increasing use of repeated applications. The
accumulation and impact of the degradation products of readily
degraded pesticides in the environment are relatively unknown."
Other Organic Compounds
 
These substances, which are often characterized by their minute
quantities, their persistence and the danger of their eventual
biomagnification, are used in a wide variety of applications and
uses throughout the Great Lakes Basin. PCBs and Mirex are
only two of a large number of organic compounds which have
recently become a significant environmental concern. These
materials may gain access to the Great lakes through atmospheric
precipitation, direct effluent discharges, runoff from the land




Problems in the aquatic environment associated with metals
have most notably been associated with the harmful impacts of
mercury and lead. However, other metals do enter the aquatic
system from point source discharges and from runoff from a






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































fields, 20% into sanitary landfills and 10% by other means.7 Problems
associatEd with the disposal of sewage sludges have included the migration of
heavy metals and other persistent polluting chemicals through the soil
to the cultivated crops, from the soil surface during runoff events, and
through the soil into groundwater supplies. These problems combined with
those of nutrient runoff increase the risk of water pollution.
A significant number of the previously established solid waste sites in
the Basin were located in areas where the risk of polluting both surface and
groundwater exists. The quality and rate of movement of leachates from these
sites is not well—known due to the relatively unknown nature of the inputs to
these sites and the lack of knowledge concerning rates of degradation and
methods of leachate movement.
In the Great Lakes Basin there are approximately 7.1 million people being
served by private waste disposal systems,8 thus creating the potential for
significant water quality impacts. These problems have developed because of
a lack of knowledge about the soil processes acting on these effluents,
underdesigned systems, poor site selection and a lack of ongoing system
maintenance.
In the foregoing discussion of the impacts of a variety of land use acti—
vities on water quality, it has become apparent that some land use activities
have created problems where none previously existed, while others have simply
accelerated or modified a natural process.
The contribution of pollutants
from lakeshore and riverbank erosion would correspond most closely to this
latter category.
In the lower Great Lakes (Erie and Ontario) fine grained sediments derived
from shoreline erosion represent the most significant portion of the total
fine grained sediment load to these waters.9
Tributary loadings are less
significant and preliminary date would seem to indicate that the material eroded
from.riverbanks represents only a small and variable portion of the total
tributary load.
Studies are still underway to ascertain the biological avail—
ability of those nutrients, pesticides and chemicals associated with these
sediments.
Until these studies are completed it will be difficult to assess
the real impact of this input.
Much of our brief experience in the field of water pollution control has
been related to point sources. These sources which can often be easily identified
and monitored at the specific point of discharge have been relatively easy to
deal with in comparison to the problems which face us in the field of non-point
pollution control.
 
(7) S.A. Black, N.w. Schmidtke. Overview of Canadian Sludge Handling
and Land Disposal Practices and Research. Proceedings of the Sludge
Handling and Disposal Seminar. Toronto, Ontario. September 18-19, 1974.
(8) International Reference Group on Great Lakes Pollution from Land Use
Activities.
Joint Summary Report, Canada-United
States on the Inventory
of Land Use and Land Use Practices.
International Joint Commission,
September 1976.
(9) A.L.W. Kemp, R.L. Thomas, C.I. Dell and J.M. Jaquet. Cultural Impact on
the Geochemistry of Sediments in Lake Erie. Journal of the Fisheries
Research Board. V. 33N.3, 1976. p. 440-462.
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When should the NCT be used?



























































































































































































































































































































































NGT is like a microscope. Properly focused by means of a good question
NGT can provide a great deal of conceptual detail about the matter of concern
to you. Improperly focused by a poor or misleading question, it tells you
a great deal about something in which you are not interested. Therefore,
writing the question which is to be the focus of the group's effort is an
important preparatory task.
 
The general process recommended involves the following four steps:
1) Staff discussion of the objectives of the NGT meeting.
2) Staff illustration of the type of items sought in terms of:
a) level of abstraction.
b) depth versus breadth.


























































precise terms helps focus attention more clearly on the desired outcome.
However, having the staff illustrate the type of items they hope to have





A key concern is the level of abstraction and specificity being
sought from participants. In general, technical specialists are able
to respond in precise technical or scientific language to an NGT question
in their field. By contrast, laymen or clients often lack a precise
language and respond in generalities. For example, a group of medical
doctors responding to a medical diagnosis question will be quite exact
in the items which they list. However, when asked to respond outside
their technical field on a topic such as "administrative problems"
they will resort to generalities such as "poor communication" or
"insufficient motivation." Such general responses are next to useless.
BE SPECIFIC
As a result, it is particularly important, when asking for responses
of nontechnical individuals, or technical individuals outside their own
areas of speciality, to illustrate the level of abstraction desired.
Generally we have found in these situations it is more useful to have the
group list critical incidents, examples, or descriptions of behavior than
to have them list categories or general problem labeIS. When you ask an
NGT question eliciting this more specific type of response, "poor communi-
cation" might become "insufficient information on past medical histories"
or "insufficient information about the relative cost of different treatments,"
which is far more useful.
By illustrating the types of responses sought, the staff can better
discover the type of question which will yield these results. Further,
they can develop some illustrations to use in clarifying the question with
actual NGT participants. However, it is important that the illustrations
do not "lead" the group by suggesting actual responses. We have found it
helpful to draw illustrations from outside the relevant setting. Thus, if
working with airline officials we would use railroad examples which suggest
the level of abstraction but do not lead the respondents.
KNOW YOUR OBJECTIVES
In a similar manner, the group will have to make a decision in terms of
breadth versus depth. NGT questions can be formed which drive a group to
deep elaboration of a narrow area, or broad conceptually creative exploration
of a large area. Again, the staff must be sure of its objectives.
Once the staff is sure of its objectives and of the desired level of
abstraction and specificity of response, several (or at least more than one)
NGT questions should be composed. These questions should be pilot—tested
with a sample group. In the end, a good NGT question is one which evokes
the types of responses sought.
A degree of hard work and trial—and-error learning, then, is the secret
















1. To increase creativity and participation in group meetings involving
problem—solving and/or fact-finding tasks.
To develop or expand perception of critical issues within problem areas.
3. To identify priorities of selected iSSues within problems, considering
the viewpoints of differently oriented groups.
4. To obtain the input of many individuals without the dysfunction of
unbalanced participation, which often occurs in large groups.
GROUP SIZE
Any number of grups of five to eight participants each.
APPROXIMATE TIME REQUIRED
One to two hours.
PREPARING THE MEETING ROOM
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Summary Leadership Guide
for Conducting an NGT Meeting
Design Tasks
Prepare the NGT Question:
Staff clarifies objectives
Illustrates desired items in terms of level of abstraction and scope
Prepares alternative forms of an NGT question
Pilot-tests to select the question to be used
Print the NGT question on nominal group worksheets
Preparing the Meeting Room
Table Arrangement:
Tables arranged as an open "U" or circle with a flip chart at the open end of the table
Sufficient space between tables to avoid interference
Supplies:
Flip chart for each table and for the leader
Roll of masking tape
Nominal worksheets and pencils for each participant
3 x 5 cards (for ranking)
Introducing the Meeting
Welcoming Statement:
Cordial and warm welcome
Statement of the importance of the NGT task
Clarification of the importance of each group member's contribution
Statement of the use or purpose of the meeting's output
* i * * k t * * 'k *
STEP 1. SILENT GENERATION OF IDEAS IN WRITING
OProcess:
Present the nominal question to the group in writing
Verbally read the question
Illustrate level of abstraction and scope desired with example which does not distort
(lead) group responses
Avoid other requests for clarification
Charge the group to write ideas in brief phrases or statements
Ask group members to work silently and independently
Model good group behavior
Sanction disruption of the silent, independent activity by comments addressed to group
as a whole
oBenefits:
Provides adequate time for thinking
Facilitates hard work by the model of other group members reflecting and writing
Avoids interrupting each other's thinking
Avoids premature focusing on single ideas
Eliminates dominance by high—status or aggressive members in idea generation

























Provide clear instructions concerning the step:
Indicate objective of the step is to map the group's thinking
Explain need to present ideas in brief words or phrases
Explain process of taking one idea serially from each member
















































Explain inappropriateness of discussion prior to completion of listing
Quick, effective mechanical recording:
Record ideas as rapidly as possible
Record ideas in the words used by group members













































items prior to completing the listing
oBenefits
Equalizes opportunity to present ideas
Assists in separating ideas from personalities
Provides a written record and guide:
Increases group‘s ability to deal with a larger number of ideas
Confronts the group with an array of clues
Encourages hitchhiking
Places conflicting ideas comfortably in front of group






















Verbally define the purpose of the step:



































































































































































































































































































































































































 More information -




    
1:3“;
‘ j
   
Delbecq, A. L.; Van de Ven, A. H.; and Gustafson, David H. Group Techniques.
for Program Planning: A Guide to Nominal Group and Delphi Processes.
Glenview, 111.: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1975. (cost: $4.75)
This is the most complete source book on nominal grouping.
D0ctors Delbecq and Van de Ven (the developers of the
technique) explain both the theory and practice of the NGT.
There is also a section of the book which deals with "commonly
asked questions" about the NGT. CUNA's summary of the technique
has drawn heavily from this book.
Ford, David., Jr. Nominal Group Technique: An Applied Group Problem—
Solving Activity." In The 1975 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators
(John E. Jones and J. William Pfeiffer, editors). La Jolla, California:
University Associates Publishers, Inc., 1975: 35-37. (cost: $10.00)
The NGT is outlined in this very practical article. CUNA's
section on "How to set up an NGT meeting" has drawn heavily
from this source.
Ford, David L., Jr. and Nemiroff, Paul M. Applied Group Problem—Solving:
The Nominal Group Technique. In The 1975 Handbook for Group Facilitators.
(John E. Jones and J. William Pfeiffer, editors). La Jolla, California:
University Associates Publishers, Inc., 1975: 179—182. (cost: $10.00)
This is a fairly good four—page theoretical statement of why
the NGT works. (Note that both of Ford's articles appear in
the same publication.)
For more information write to: Pat Bonner/IJC Regional Office,100 Ouellette Ave.,





Toledo Metropolitan Area Council
of Governments




Region V — EPA
230 South Dearborn St.
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Bob Ballantine
Urban and Regional Planning Office
Ministry of Transportation and
Communication
1201 Wilson Avenue
West Tower, 5th Floor
Downsview, Ontario M3M 1J8
Garth Bangay
Environmental Protection Service
Canada Centre for Inland Waters
P. O. Box 5050
Burlington, Ontario L7R 4A6
A1 Beaupre
Great Lakes Basin Commission
P. 0. Box 999
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
Norman Berg
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture ~ SCS
12th & Independence St. S. W.
Room 5103
Washington, D. C. 20250
Patricia Bonner
IJC Regional Office
100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
Keith Booman
Technical Director
Soap & Detergent Association
475 Park Ave. S.
New York, New York 12207










































































































































































Dept. of the Environment





135 St. Clair Ave. W.
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1P5
Clarence T. Charlebois

















































P. O. Box 2002
Cayuga, Ontario N0A 1E0
  
 



















Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1346 Connecticut Ave., Suite 620
Washington, D. C. 20036
John F. Hendrickson
International Joint Commission
1717 H Street, N. W.
Room 203
Washington, D. C. 20440
Douglas Hoffman
Centre for Resource Development
University of Guelph
Guelph, Ontario NlG 2W1
Donald Hoskins
c/o Shell of Canada, Limited
400 Terminal A
Toronto, Ontario MSW 1E1
Gene Jarecki
Great Lakes Basin Commission
P. O. Box 999
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
Donald Jeffs
Ontario Ministry of the Environment
135 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1P5
Murray G. Johnson
Fisheries & Marine Service
Dept. of Fisheries and Environment
3050 Harvester Road
Burlington, Ontario L7N 3J1
Ms. Elizabeth Kishkon,




100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
Jerry Kotas
Great Lakes Basin Commission
P.O. Box 999
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
Tom Kroehn,





University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C.
Honourable Stephen H. Lewis,






Ottawa, Ontario K2A 1Y2
Norma Gibson MacDonald
IJC Regional Office
100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
Colin MacFarlane
Regional Director
Ministry of the Environment
140 Centennial Parkway




Windsor, Ontario N9A 4M5
C. E. McIntyre
Regional Director
Ministry of the Environment
133 Dalton Street
P. O. Box 820


























































































































































135 St. Clair Ave. W.
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1P5
Jeff Nedelman
c/o Senator Gaylord Nelson
221 Old Senate Office



















Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
L. B. O'Leary
IJC Regional Office
100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor


























P. O. Box 618
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48107
Richard Robbins
Lake Michigan Federation
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EPA — Dept. of Fisheries & Environment
Place Vincent Massey, 13th Floor
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0H3
Harvey Shear
IJC Regional Office
100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
Kim Shikaze
EPA — Ontario Region
Dept. of Fisheries & Environment
135 St. Clair Avenue West




135 St. Clair Avenue West





135 St. Clair Avenue West, 2nd Floor
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1P5
296
 Henry P. Smith, III
Chairman
International Joint Commission
1717 H Street, N. W.






Ontario Ministry of Environment
135 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, Ontario M4V 1P5
Mary Lee Strang




EPA Office of Audit
Mail Drop PM 209
401 M Street S. W.






Waterloo, Ontario N2J 4G7
Geoffrey Thornburn
International Joint Commission
151 Slater St., Suite 850
Ottawa, Ontario KlP 5H3





Fisheries and Marine Service
580 Booth Street
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0H3
Peter Victor
Ontario Ministry of Environment
135 St. Clair Avenue West

















































































































100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
Helen Willis





100 Ouellette Avenue, 8th Floor
Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3
Mary Gretchen Zale
Great Lakes Basin Commission
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